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FROM THE CHAIR
REPORT: CHAIRMAN

Whilst looking back on 2018 it’s important to note 
the sense of optimism that we have as a club heading 
into the 2019 season. The end of the season, which 
saw the team under the leadership of Dan McKellar 
claim four wins from the final five games, has given 
tangible proof that the game plan and direction that 
Dan and his staff have implemented is heading in the 
right direction. 

The fact that we can post a profit for the second year 
in succession is also a reminder that the Brumbies 
are heading in the right direction and is a credit to 
all those involved in the organisation to be able to 
achieve this in challenging times. We have, of course, 
still much work to do but I am confident that the club 
is doing everything it can to become a challenger 
for Super Rugby honours. But, it’s not just at Super 
Rugby where we aim to set the standards.

In last year’s Chairman’s Report, my predecessor 
Rob Kennedy noted the need for us to focus on 
the alternate forms of our game, particularly the 
women’s game which has joined an exceptional 
growth throughout the past twelve months. The 
Community and Commercial staff at the Brumbies 
have certainly made that happen with the growth 
in participants in rugby at all levels increasing during 
2018 – bucking the trend nationally for not just rugby 
but many other team sports. 

The introduction of the Super W program, and the 
Academy partnership with ACTAS, has given us a 
Women’s pathway to the very elite of the game, 
leading to the selection of two of our Super W players, 
Shellie Milward and Georgia O’Neill, in the Wallaroos 
squad. This has been mirrored by the reintroduction 
of the Brumbies Academy on the boy’s side, providing 
a streamlined path from juniors to seniors for aspiring 
rugby players. We intend to continue the Brumbies 
tradition of growing and nurturing our own stars of 
tomorrow, a vital component of our core strategy.

Once more I believe that we have continued to provide 
significant improvement in our engagement with our 
key sponsors and stakeholders making them feel a 

part of the Brumbies Family, highlighted by the 
number of these partners who have recommitted 
to the club for 2019 and beyond. The Brumbies 
Family is the key ethos of our organisation and 
we continue to strive to better ourselves in 
our understanding of the requirements of our 
community.

On behalf of the Board of Brumbies Rugby I 
would like to go on record and acknowledge the 
tremendous job that Michael Thomson has done 
as CEO. The Board would like to thank Michael for 
the work that he has done over the last two years in 
what was a challenging time for the club. Michael 
is very passionate about the club, and rugby in our 
region, and we respect his decision to step down 
from the role to spend more time with his family. 
He has led the Brumbies through some difficult 
times and it is through his direction that there is 
now stability and growth within the organisation 
and renewed sponsor and stakeholder confidence 
and community respect.

I would also like to acknowledge and thank my 
fellow Board of Directors for their service to 
the Brumbies throughout 2018. All our Board 
members are volunteers and they unswervingly 
give of their own time to help guide the club, and 
the game in Canberra and the surrounding region, 
in the right direction. The club is a huge part of the 
community here the ACT and Southern NSW and 
each Board Member is a supporter of the club and 
the game in general. 

Lastly, I would like to thank our supporters of the 
Brumbies, our members, the fans who attend 
games and our much-valued sponsors Plus500, 
SG Fleet, Land Rover, Austbrokers Canberra, the 
ACT Government and the University of Canberra. 
I would also like to acknowledge our club sides 
throughout the region who continue to be the 
lifeblood of the game here in the Capital. 

Phil Thomson
Chairman
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PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS
REPORT: PRESIDENT

2018 is the 80th anniversary of the formation of 
the ACT and Southern NSW Rugby Union. Since 
our inauguration rugby has featured strongly in our 
region. Our club competition has been strong; we 
have regularly defeated touring international teams 
and we have produced many Wallabies. This rich 
heritage provided a wonderful base leading to the 
formation of the Brumbies in 1996, and the success 
that has ensued since. We have much to be proud of. 

2018 has been another good year for our union. 
There has been strong performance across the board, 
in terms of our financial situation, and in our results 
at high performance and community level. At a time 
when rugby is facing significant challenges in several 
areas, our CEO Michael Thomson, under the guidance 
of Chairman Phil Thomson and the Board, has steered 
us through a challenging year. It is pleasing to see that 
once again we will finish in the black in terms of our 
financial situation. However, we are aware that we 
will need to continue to work hard to bring back many 
of our faithful supporters. It is hoped that a more 
entertaining style of play, more on-field success and a 
future reinvigorated Super Rugby format will achieve 
that end. Unfortunately, Michael is moving on. We 
thank him for the wonderful job he has done and wish 
him well for the future.  

At the high-performance level, 2018 has been 
something of a transition year. The new coaching 
team, under Dan McKellar, has pursued a new 
attacking philosophy, which started to bear fruit at 
the back end of the season when we won four of 
the last five matches, including strong wins against 
the Wellington Hurricanes and NSW Waratahs. All 
signs point to a strong year in 2019. Once again, the 
Brumbies have made a major contribution to the 
Wallabies, with Allan Alaalatoa, Rory Arnold, Folau 
Fainga’a, David Pocock, Pete Samu, Scott Sio, Tom 
Banks and Rob Valetini selected for the European 
tour. And it was wonderful to see David Pocock win 
the John Eales Award for a second time, after another 
standout season. Once again this demonstrates the 
value of coming through the Brumbies programme.

The Canberra Vikings team has had a successful 
National Rugby Championship, under coach Nick 
Scrivener and his staff narrowly missing the Final, 
finishing a creditable third, and uncovering a number 
of future Brumbies. Community rugby had another 
successful year, thanks again to the great work of 
Craig Leseberg and his team. We continue to invest 

in community rugby, and this year our participation 
numbers grew by a healthy 7.2% in the fifteen a side 
game, which bucks the national trend and reflects three 
successive years of growth. Participation has also been 
growing in other forms of the game, including Touch 
7s. The resurrected Brumbies Academy is starting to 
bear fruit.  In addition, this year we have established a 
further pathway program through the ACT Academy of 
Sport (ACTAS) Brumbies Women’s Academy Program – a 
joint initiative from Brumbies/ACTAS supported by Rugby 
Australia. 

Other highlights have included the launch of our 
Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP); and redefined Pathway 
programs focused on U14+ across 15’s and 7’s that 
identifies and develops around 350 aspiring local players; 
the introduction of ‘weight for age’ for the juniors and ‘blue 
card’ for concussion management across all competitions. 
Our Premier Division competition was one of the most 
competitive Premier 1st Grade seasons in recent memory, 
with a rejuvenated Easts. Ultimately Tuggeranong secured 
their 14th John I Dent Cup Title with their 29-17 win 
over Royals. Live streaming of our matches continues to 
grow. There were over 500,000 viewers over the season, 
including 118,000 watching the Grand Final. This season 
we introduced a new challenge shield, which proved to 
be a great success. It gave us great pride to name it the 
Bob Hitchcock Territory Shield, in recognition of one who 
has contributed so much to our union over many years.  
Women’s rugby continued to grow, including participation 
in the inaugural national Women’s Super W Competition 
with two players selected for the Wallaroos. Thank you 
to all the club officials and willing volunteers for another 
successful year.

On a sad note, this year saw the passing of two of our 
life members, Lorna Rowland and Keith Hawke. Both have 
worked tirelessly for rugby over many years. They will be 
missed.

Finally, there is no doubt we still face many challenges to 
grow participation in the game at all levels; to reengage 
with and grow our supporter base, and to continue 
to improve our financial situation. But the Board and 
staff should be commended for the progress we have 
made thus far. We look forward with great optimism to 
an enjoyable and successful year for rugby in ACT and 
Southern NSW in 2019.

Bob Brown
President
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FROM THE TOP
REPORT: CEO

If I was asked to sum up the 2017/18 year in just one 
word, the word I would use is growth. It was a year 
of growth both on and off the field for our Super 
Rugby squad and High Performance Unit. In the off 
season we saw the appointment of a new Head Coach 
in Dan McKellar, making the step up from Assistant 
Coach, coupled with a new coaching team, and the 
implementation of a different style of play to that we 
have used for the last few seasons, with an increased 
focus on running rugby, a style of rugby for which the 
Brumbies have always been known. 

Significant change often takes time, and, in this case, 
it was no different, but we stuck to our belief that 
we needed to continue to evolve and, as we saw in 
the last six weeks of the season, once it gelled we 
produced some of the most exhilarating ball-in-hand 
rugby in the competition. We ended the season on a 
high with a crushing win over the Waratahs in Sydney, 
won four of our last five matches, including a come 
from behind win over the Hurricanes, kicked the ball 
less than any other team in Super Rugby and scored 
30% more tries than in 2017.

We continue to be a destination where players get 
better. 2018 saw eight of our players selected for the 
Wallabies team and six of our youngsters travelled 
to France to play for the junior Wallabies in the U20 
World Championship including captain Ryan Lonergan. 
There was also growth in our pathway program with 
the re-introduction of our Academy in November 
2017, which is already beginning to bear fruit. Great 
local talent is coming through as evidenced by some 
of our recent player signings.

2018 also saw significant growth in women’s rugby 
in our region, both in terms of participation, and 
high performance with the launch of our inaugural 
Brumbies Super W team. The creation of this team is 
an exciting and important addition to the Brumbies 
family and provides us a complete pathway into senior 
elite rugby for all players irrespective of gender in the 
ACT and Southern New South Wales region. This was 
evident when two of the team, Shellie Milward and 
Georgia O’Neill, represented the Wallaroos.

In the participation space there is plenty to be positive 
about as well. This year we saw growth in numbers 
playing the game through the region of approximately 
7%.  This growth occurred across males and females 
in all forms of rugby. Our thanks to all the volunteers 

involved and to Craig Leseberg and his staff in the 
Community Rugby Department.

We were also very excited to launch of our Reconciliation 
Action Plan, an important step if the Brumbies are to be 
the inclusive and progressive organisation we all desire 
it to be. As part of our commitment to recognising 
indigenous culture we launched a special warm up shirt, 
the design of which represents the indigenous nations 
of our region and was contributed to by several of our 
Plus500 Brumbies players and very well received by our 
supporters. 

The year, like all years, was not without its challenges and 
struggles but we achieved another small but increased 
profit on our 2017 result.  My thanks to all our partners, 
supporters and my staff for their role in helping the 
Brumbies continue to grow off the field.  

On a personal note you may be aware that recently I 
made the difficult decision to step down as CEO of the 
Brumbies. I have really enjoyed the journey and am sure 
at times I will look back and wish I was still in the role. That 
said, I was appointed to help stabilise Brumbies Rugby 
and set the platform for the future and I believe this has 
been achieved. With a second profit in two years, a stable, 
strong and cohesive Board and management, significant 
increases in participation levels, a squad and coaching 
team well positioned to push deeply into finals and the 
cycle of activity at the Brumbies, as well as a young family 
who are growing up too fast, I feel that now is the best 
time for me, and the organisation, to make this decision.

I would like to thank the Board, the staff, the members 
and supporters and the teams, for the support that has 
been provided to me. I have really enjoyed working with 
everyone and this is one of the many things I know I will 
miss. It has been a privilege to have been at the Brumbies 
on and off for nearly four years and to have had the 
opportunity to lead the organisation, for that I am very 
thankful. There is still much to be done but I know with 
the appointment of Phil Thomson we won’t stand still at 
the Plus500 Brumbies. The whole organisation is focused 
on continuing to improve and develop into the teams and 
the organisation that will make you proud. Thank you!

Michael Thomson
CEO
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VALEDICTORIES

THOSE WE HAVE LOST
KEITH HAWKE OAM

Keith Hawke OAM our Canberra Royals RFC Patron, Life Member and foundation player passed away on Saturday 12 May 2018 aged 86 after 
a short illness. To say that Keith was a giant of Royals Rugby would probably be an understatement. There would hardly be a player, official 
or supporter in the 70 years of Royals existence that did not have some positive contact with Keith and for a large number that contact was 
profound including players who went on to become Wallabies and players at every level in between. Keith played in Canberra Royals first 
John I Dent Cup premiership in 1954 and further premierships in 1957 and 1958. He was their First-Grade captain and one of their finest ever 
players. Keith coached the club to three successive premierships in 1964, 1965 and 1966 and has been the club’s patron since 1994. Keith was 
an outstanding junior representative player in the ACT and went on to play for 10 seasons for the ACT senior team as well as representing 
NSW Country (when ACT was part of NSW Country) and an Australian XV. Keith was one of the best five eighths of his era and captained ACT 
against the Springboks, All Blacks and New Zealand Maori. Keith’s involvement in and commitment to rugby union was total. Following his 
playing days Keith served as a coach, selector, manager and administrator at both junior and senior level for the ACT, NSW Country, NSW and 
Australia. Keith was not only a life member of Royals but also of the ACT Rugby Union and ACT Junior Rugby Union. He had been the patron 
of the ACT Junior Rugby Union since 1992. Statistics alone don’t tell Keith’s story or the huge contribution he has made to Royals and rugby 
union in general. Keith was a constant at Royals and will be greatly missed but his memory will live on as long as there is ACT and Royals Rugby.

LORNA ROWLAND
‘Dame Rugby’ Lorna Rowland served as a 
rugby administrator for over 26 years, retiring 
from her role within the ACT Rugby Union 
on Friday 28 September 2001.  Lorna started 
work at the ACTRU as on Office Assistant in 
1975, working from the Barton premises, 
and taking on a range of tasks ranging from 
team management, registrar, assistant to 
the judiciary, compiling match programs and 
collating the press clippings archive. During 
her time Lorna served seven Presidents and 
six Chief Executive Officers. Such was her 
remarkable impact on the game that the 
Union set up a farewell dinner in October 
of that year, an event attended by over 120 
friends and colleagues. She was heavily 
involved in Royals Rugby as a captain, coach, 
organiser and “mother hen” of its Monaro 
Rugby teams.  At the Annual General Meeting 
in 2004, all present unanimously agreed that 
she be awarded Life Membership making her 
the first, and to date, the only female to be 
awarded this highest honour in the eighty 
years of Rugby in this area. She sadly passed 
away on Monday 1st October 2018.

KEN McALISTER
Ken McAlister, a former Norths Rugby Club 
first grade player in the 1950s, passed 
away this year. McAlister, who was also a 
Life Member of the Norths club, was well-
known as the Manager for the First Grade 
team for many seasons and was a true 
club stalwart from 1950-2018. Capped by 
the ACT in representative football in 1953, 
McAlister will be sorely missed by all his 
friends and family at Uni-Norths and in the 
rugby community in general. 

JOHN BEATH  
Former Eastern Suburbs first grade three-
quarter John Beath passed away earlier this 
year.  John started playing rugby as a junior 
and was a St Edmunds College 1st XV player 
in the 1970s. He went on to play 170 games 
for Easts between 1973 and 1987, including 
88 1st grade appearances. He was part of 
the outstandingly successful 3rd grade side 
in 1977 which won both the premiership and 
the Grand Final. John coached with Easts for 
several years and took 2nd grade to a Grand 
Final in 2003. He was also part of the coaching 
team behind 1st grade making the Grand Final 
against Queanbeyan in 2008. Once his playing 
days were through after over a century of 
First Grade matches, ‘Beathy’, as he was 
affectionately known, remained with club as 
a coach, volunteer, and raucous supporter.

WARREN DUNCAN
Warren (Wazza) Duncan passed away after 
a long period of illness. ‘Wazza’ has been 
part of the Easts fabric for many years 
in the local area. Being a local himself, 
attending Telopea Park High School after 
arriving from New Zealand as a skinny 
kid with big ears. He loved his rugby and 
naturally gravitated to the local club, 
Eastern Suburbs Rugby Union. This was his 
club. Whilst he was destined to play lower 
grades, he could be counted on to play 
his heart out as a slightly framed winger.  
As the years advanced, Wazza took up 
residence as the ‘official scoreboard’ 
operator (the chalk board attached to 
the training sheds), always asking the 
score, but meticulous in the inscribing. 
Memories of Warren include one moment 
in 2008 at the 70-Year Reunion when 
Gordan Tallis was guest speaker. There 
was an auction of Easts jumpers and Gordy 
kindly bestowed the jumper he bought on 
Warren, who was brought to tears by the 
generosity. Wazza had been absent from 
the scoreboard these last few years, his 
health not allowing him the freedom he 
once enjoyed but rest assured he’ll be not 
far from the scoreboard, whatever that 
represents in the future, cheering on his 
club.  

DR BRUCE KENT
Dr Bruce Kent died rather suddenly on 28 
September 2018 in Canberra, aged 86. He was 
a very large figure on the ANU rugby scene. In 
early 1960 Bruce was a prime mover in the 
amalgamation of the Canberra University 
College and Australian Forestry School rugby 
clubs and assorted ANU post-graduate players, 
for the formation of the Canberra Universities 
Rugby Union Football Club. They made a 
spectacular entry that same year to the ACT 
First Grade comp, finishing 5th but winning 
the Canberra Cup for non-finals sides. Bruce 
was Club Captain on and off the field. He 
captained the ACT representative rugby team 
in 1961, packing as a lock (second row, with 
Mel Bungey).  He was elected President of the 
Club in 1962, when it was already fielding five 
teams. He was invariably cited in the match 
reports of that memorable first season as one 
of the best on the field. 

HAROLD TERRENCE FOULDS
Terry Foulds passed away on Monday 17 
September 2018 in Mt Hagen, PNG where he 
was serving as a PNG Supreme Court Judge. 
Terry will be greatly missed by his beloved 
partner Chrissie, his children, Rosie, George 
and Fergus and his grandchildren, Edmund, 
Aubrey and Aphra. Terry’s passing will be 
mourned by his many friends and colleagues 
in legal and rugby circles in Canberra, Hobart 
and Perth. Terry played 1st grade prop for 
ANU in the 70s and was central figure in 
the club administration. He was a great club 
man with friends from many other clubs and 
was deeply respected by his peers. Terry is 
listed as one of the “famous” players for the 
University of Western Australia.
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CONGRATULATIONS
2018 ACTRU AWARD WINNERS

2018 BRUMBIES AWARDS
Brett Robinson Players’ Player 

RORY ARNOLD

Super W Rookie of The Year 
MICHAELA LEONARD

Shawn MacKay Most Outstanding Young Talent 
FOLAU FAINGA’A

Helen Taylor Super W Player of The Year 
GEORGIA O’NEILL

Best Forward 
ALLAN ALAALATOA

Best Back
TOM BANKS

Stallion of the Year, Supporters’ Choice
TOM BANKS

Canberra Milk Community Player
LACHLAN MCCAFFREY

Garry Quinlivan Service to Rugby Award

CRAIG LESEBERG

PREMIERSHIP TROPHIES
Premier Division First Grade 

TUGGERANONG VIKINGS

Second Grade
QUEANBEYAN WHITES

Premier Division Colts
TUGGERANONG VIKINGS

First Division First Grade
ADFA

First Division Second Grade
TUGGERANONG VIKINGS

Women’s
TUGGERANONG VIKINGS

The Turner Cup Club Champions 
TUGGERANONG VIKINGS

First Division Club Champions
ADFA

South Coast-Monaro Second Division
TARALGA TIGERS

CLUB RUGBY AWARDS
MacDougall Medal Winner 

(Premier Division Player of the Year)
JACOB ABEL (Easts) & JACOB HELGESEN (Eagles)

RW Smethills Trophy 
(John I Dent Cup Grand Final Player of the Match)

NOAH LOLESIO (Tuggeranong Vikings)

Anderson Trophy for Sportsmanship
DAVID BENNETT (Uni-Norths Owls)

Michael Hickey Memorial Trophy 
(Coach of the Year)

WAYNE SOUTHWELL (Royals)

HS Quinn Trophy for Services to Rugby
LINDA RUMMERY (Eagles) 

ACT & SNSW Volunteer of the Year
PETER CHAPMAN (Vikings)

Peter Lawler Trophy (Referee of the Year)
MATT HOGAN

First Division Best and Fairest
 CRAIG MCMAHON (Royals) 

Second Division Best and Fairest
JOHN STEELE (Bungendore Mudchooks)

Graham Gordon Memorial Trophy 
(ACT Under 20 Player of the Year)

TOM ROSS (Eagles)

Bill Priest Trophy 
(Monaro Representative Player of the Year)

MARK POPLIN (Boorowa)

Gus Vallance Memorial Trophy 
(Highest Points Scorer) 

PEDRO ROLANDO (Royals)

John Hunter Memorial Trophy 
(Highest Try Scorer)

BRENDON TAUEKI (Vikings)
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PATRONS & HONOUR ROLL
PATRONS

PATRON IN CHIEF
His Excellency General the Hon Sir Peter Cosgrove 

AK MC (Retd), Governor General

PATRONS
Mr P J Lawler OAM
Mr D B Lewis OAM

HONOUR ROLL
WALLABIES

Allan ALAALATOA
David POCOCK

Joe POWELL
Scott SIO

Rory ARNOLD 
Tom BANKS 

Folau FAINGA’A 
Tevita KURIDRANI (Training Squad)

Henry SPEIGHT (Training Squad)

JUNIOR WALLABIES
Mack HANSEN

Len IKITAU
Isiah LATU

Ryan LONERGAN
Tom ROSS

Rob VALETINI

WALLAROOS
Shellie MILWARD
Georgia O’NEILL
Peta COX (Training Squad)
Tayla STANFORD (Training Squad)
Violet TUPUOLA (Training Squad)
Samantha WOOD (Training Squad)

FIJI U20
Liam RASCH 

AUSTRALIAN SEVEN’S – MEN
Lewis HOLLAND

AUSTRALIAN SEVEN’S – WOMEN
Yasmin MEAKES
Alicia QUIRK
Sharni WILLIAMS

AUSTRALIAN SCHOOLBOYS
Apenisa DRITI (Gungahlin College)
Zane HOGAN (St Edmunds College)
Brendan JIMENEZ (St Edmunds College)

AUSTRALIAN SCHOOLBOYS BARBARIANS
Zachary PERRIN (Daramalan College)
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PRESIDENT
Bob Brown 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Chairman: Phil Thomson
Christopher Doogan AM
Stephen Johnston
David Kenyon
Pat McCabe
Michelle Melbourne
Mr. Matt Nobbs
Ann-Marie Perrett
Mark Sullivan AO

BRUMBIES EXECUTIVES
Chief Executive Officer: Michael Thomson 
Chief Financial Officer: Mark Grieb
General Manager – Partnerships: Tom Fallaw
General Manager – Community Rugby: Craig Leseberg
General Manager - Professional Rugby & Pathways: Damien Hill 
Marketing & Media Manager: Megan Malcolm

Plus500 BRUMBIES RUGBY
Head Coach: Dan McKellar
Forwards Coach: Laurie Fisher
Backs Coach: Peter Hewat
Defence Coach: Peter Ryan
Scrum Coach: Dan Palmer
Team Manager: Bill Swain
Media Manager: Russ Gibbs
Director of Athletic Performance and Innovation: Ben Serpell
Head Physiotherapist / Rehabilitation: Byron Field
Team Doctor: Dr. Stephen Freeman
Performance Consultant: John Pryor
Team Physiotherapist: Dave Wellington
Performance Analyst: Angus Teece
GPS Analyst / PHD Candidate: Carmen Colomer
Strength & Conditioning Coach: John Mitchell
Strength & Conditioning Assistant: Barry Horgan
RUPA Player Development Manager: Robin Duff

AFFILIATED BODIES
ACT Junior Rugby Union 
President: Martin Sullivan 
Secretary: Greg Baynham

ACT SCHOOLS RUGBY UNION
President: Pat Langtry
Secretary: Michael Pini

ACT RUGBY REFEREES ASSOCIATION
President: Nye Konig 
Secretary: Chad Burnell

SOUTHERN INLAND RUGBY UNION
President: David Adamson
Rugby Manager: Jack Heffernan

SOUTH COAST RUGBY UNION
President: Peter Ryan
Secretary: Paddy Penton

ACT VETERAN’S RUGBY 
President: Rod Eade 

PREMIER DIVISION CLUBS
EASTERN SUBURBS RUGBY
President: Ken Snell
Coach: Tim Cornforth

GUNGAHLIN EAGLES
President: Eoghan O’Bryne 
Coach: Dan Atkins

QUEANBEYAN WHITE
President: Ian Darmody 
Coach: Paul Dillon

CANBERRA ROYALS
President: Darren Goodwin
Coach: Wayne Southwell

TUGGERANONG VIKINGS
President: Brendan Allardyce 
Coach: Nick Scrivener

UNI-NORTHS OWLS
President: Michael Axelsen
Coach: Tony ‘Doc’ Doherty 

WESTERN DISTRICTS LIONS
President: Angus McKerchar
Coach: Craig Robberds

Monaro 1ST Division Clubs
ADFA
President: Charles Syvret

COOMA
President: Sean Nielson

GOULBURN
President: Peter Greaves 

HALL
President: Jeremy Watson

RMC
President: Tim Glover 
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YOUNG
President: Cecil ‘Cec’ Finley 

MONARO 
Representative: Steve Buckmaster

South Coast Monaro - 2nd Division Clubs Monaro 

BOOROWA 
President: Justin Fleming 

BUNGENDORE
President: Simon Titmuss

CROOKWELL
President: Ally Jaffrey 

JINDABYNE
President: Greg Cox

TARALGA
President: Dave Rees 

YASS
President: Peter Davies

BRAIDWOOD
President: Tony Cairns

South Coast
BATEMANS BAY
President: Matthew Ryan

Rep Teams
ACT U19
Coaches: Ruaidhri Murphy (Head Coach) & Craig Robberds, 
Damien Tyson (Assistant Coaches)
Manager: Deon Norval

BRUMBIES SUPER W 
Coaches: Tony Doherty (Head Coach) & Adam Fahey (Assistant 
Coach)
Manager: Julia Leckey

BRUMBIES PROVINCIAL
Coaches: Richard Skellern (Head Coach), Nick McCarthy (Assistant 
Coach)
Manager: Jonathan Andreou

BRUMBIES RUNNERS A PROGRAM
Coaches: Daniel Hooper (Head Coach), Ruaidhri Murphy 
(Assistant Coach)
Manager: Bob Brady

ACT MEN’S 7S
Coach: Tim Cornforth
Manager: Deon Norval 

ACT WOMEN’S 7S 
(run by University of Canberra)
Coach: David Grimmond
Manager: Liam McGrath 

ACT YOUTH BOYS 7S
Coach: Neil Roberts 
Manager: Lachlan Creighton

ACT YOUTH GIRLS 7S
Coach: Damien Tyson 
Manager: Samantha Maxwell

Brumbies Life Members
PJ Lawler OAM (1983)
DB Lewis OAM (1987)
RW Smethills OAM (1987)
RM Hitchcock OAM (1995)
DG Stafford OAM (1995)
CTA Murphy PSM (1997)
GJ Quinlivan (2006)
SG Madden (2008)
PJ McCann (2008)
BR Lenthall OAM (2014)
RI Cordy OAM (2015)
GA Larkham OAM (2015)

A listing of former Life Members who are now deceased can be 
found on the Brumbies website.

Judiciary 
Chairman: Mr. Michael Somes 
Deputy Chairman: Mr. Stuart Pilkinton SC
Committee: Mr. Ken Cush, Mr. Peter McCann, Mr. Henry Kasprzak, 
Mr. Chris Lord, Mr. Andrew Gillespie, Dr. Robert Smethills OAM, 
Mr. Peter Lawler OAM, Ms. Margaret Hunter, Mr Matt Bautz
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SECTION TWO:

SUPER RUGBY

INSIDE THE CAMP | SUPER RUGBY REVIEW | ALL THE STATS 
| THE WOMEN’S GAME | SUPER RUGBY - OFF THE FIELD
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The 2018 season ran smoothly and to 
expectation.   All in all, the significant 
travel legs to Japan (Tokyo), South Africa 
(Johannesburg & Pretoria) and New 
Zealand (Dunedin & Hamilton) were 
successful from a logistics & scheduling 
perspective.  

Special mention must go to Garry 
Quinlivan, Ray Sweeny and Steve 
Johnston, who did an outstanding job 
in setting up for training and on home 
matchday’s with assistance from Mal 
Daisley and I’d like to thank them all for 
their experienced support in 2018.  Their 
combined assistance was a huge help to 
me at all times in the 2018 season.  

We worked extensively with the 
SANZAAR operations and management 
team throughout the year and all ran 
smoothly. Game management protocols 
were sometimes inconsistent between 
various venues whilst communication 
lines with SANZAAR were always good. 

Stage and Screen (Team Travel Agent) 
proved to be very good to work with and 
very prompt with actions and replying 
which meant that, overall, the travel 
schedule worked well. Group check-
in’s overall were very good although 

Tokyo did have its difficulties. Our ground 
transfers – busses, luggage van’s and mini-
buses – all ran very well. The Bus service in 
Melbourne was however not up to scratch 
and the bus was late for pick-up for the 
match due to traffic. Our replacements of 
players on flights ran smoothly although 
the delays   in connecting flights from 
Sydney to Canberra happens too regularly.   
Player Visa’s for different international 
travel to Japan, South Africa and Argentina 
is still a difficult and time-consuming 
process.  A big thanks to our RUPA Player 
Development Manager Robin Duff for all 
the extensive and thorough work she did 
in this area and has done over the past few 
years whilst in her role. 

Our Liaison Officers were of an excellent 
standard in New Zealand, South Africa 
and Japan and proved to be very helpful.  
Training venues and compliance with 
Captain’s Run’s trainings and access to 
changerooms at stadiums generally very 
good and most venues very helpful and 
accommodating, Gym/Pool/Training 
venue standards and access generally 
good. There was a greater security 
presence required in South Africa although 
the police escorts to matches was excellent 
and the Host Unions generally very good 
to work with.
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The three training sessions at our nurseries 
(St. Edmunds, Canberra Grammar & Marist) 
worked well and good communication 
between and with our marketing/media 
and community rugby departments when 
running these trainings and promotions meant 
maximum exposure and value for our hosts.

Player promotions and community 
engagement worked well with Jodie Fogarty 
assisting in 2018.   Our players are excellent in 
their attitude and demeanour when it comes 
to promotions, but we need to ensure an even 
spread for the players commitments heading 
into 2019 and beyond.

Our kits requirements were considerably 
stretched in 2018 with the extra contracted 
players arriving from the Western Force, 
extra staff in certain departments and extra 
volunteers assist with training/gameday’s. 
There were some issues with sizing for some 
staff early in the season, but Eric Van Den Hurk 
was very helpful in assisting me and players 
in acquiring extra kit. No major issues with 
the playing strip in 2018 apart from durability 
issues with our home strip i.e. jersey’s tearing 
on a regular basis.

Generally, our facilities were up to standard 
in 2018.  The training field needs further 
maintenance and improvement during the off-
season with a continuation of the rotation of 
drills and skills on main field with repetitive 
drills to be done mostly in the in-goal area.  
The late start of the women’s competition and 
Academy programs has put extra stress on the 
field use and maintenance.  

Bill Swain
Brumbies Team Manager
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They may have missed out on the 
Australian Conference title, finishing 
third, and therefore missed out on 
the Quarter Finals, but the way that 
the Plus500 Brumbies ended the 2018 
season bodes well for a promising 2019 
and beyond at Super Rugby level. A turn 
around in form post-tour of South Africa 
had the brumbies playing some excellent, 
exciting rugby, arguably being the form 
team as the season ended.

Wins against semi-finalists the 
Hurricanes, in Canberra, and the 
Waratahs, in Sydney showed what the 
team was capable of when in full flow. 
When you take into consideration that 
only a red card in Johannesburg curtailed 
their chances of beating the Lions, and 
that they had the Crusaders on the rack 
for large portions of the Round 11 game 
at GIO Stadium, then the signs were 
there that the Brumbies could compete 
with the very best.

It took a while for new Head Coach Dan 
McKellar and his team to get to grips 
with the new playing style brought on 
by a coaching team that included new 
recruits Laurie Fisher as Assistant Coach 
(Forwards) and Peter Hewat as Assistant 
Coach (Backs). But, with seven debutants 
blooded in the first four rounds, and 
five in the opening game against the 
Sunwolves in Tokyo, that was hardly 
surprising.

That match in Japan broke new ground 
for the Brumbies, their first Super Rugby 
match in the country following on from 
their first match in Argentina, the victory 
over the Jaguares in Buenos Aires last 
year. The club were to return to the 
Japanese Capital in June, invited to take 
part in the Chichibunomiya Minato Rugby 
festival as the main attraction against 
local champions Suntory Sungoliath.

In total the Brumbies welcomed eleven 
new caps into the family in 2018 giving 
debuts to Richie Arnold, Rob Valetini, Isi 
Naisarani, Chance Peni and Matt Lucas 
in Tokyo, followed by Connal McInerney 
against the Sharks at home, James Verity-
Amm against the Reds in Canberra, 
Michael Oakman-Hunt over the Tasman 
sea in Dunedin, and Mess Erasmus and 
Darcy Swain in the home victory over the 
Jaguares. 

There were co-captains once more in 2018 
as Sam Carter and Christian Lealiifano led 

the team as they did in 2018, the team 
recording seven victories and racking up 
56 tries, an improvement on the numbers 
posted twelve months earlier when six 
wins and 43 tries were enough for the 
Brumbies to be comfortable Conference 
winners. The injection of new talent 
into the other franchises was the main 
reason for the upturn in competitiveness 
throughout the Division. 

After the first five matches of the season 
the team were 2-3 having lost to the Reds, 
Rebels and Waratahs and by the time of 
departure for the two-week trip to South 
Africa had three wins from ten matches. A 
further loss in Johannesburg to the Lions 
was off-set by some magnificent play and 
suddenly it all clicked against the bulls in 
Pretoria.

Despite being reduced to fourteen yet 
again, the Brumbies stormed home with 
a scintillating five-try win and that set 
the tone for the remainder of the season. 
The Brumbies won four of their last five 
matches, including the win over the 
Bulls with tries coming with increasing 
regularity, the back three of Tom Banks, 
Andy Muirhead and Henry Speight the 
main beneficiaries. 

Banks ended the season as leading try 
scorer with nine and with first-time 
selection for the Wallabies Training Squad 
in the June Test Series against Ireland 
a feat also achieved by hooker Folau 
Fainga’a. Henry Speight weighed in with 
seven, moving him over 200 Super Rugby 
points for the club, whilst Wharenui 
Hawera was top points scorer with 64, 
comprising fourteen conversions and 
twelve penalties. 

Perhaps most tellingly, at the end of the 
regular season, the Brumbies were in the 
top five in the whole of Super Rugby for 
Advantage Line Success, Multiple Phases, 
and Linebreaks whilst also having the 
lowest amount of kicks in play and errors. 
This open-paced, fast, free-flowing style 
of rugby was showcased in a brilliant 
performance away to the Waratahs to 
wrap up the season. More of the same in 
2019 might just propel the Brumbies to 
even greater heights. 

Russ Gibbs
Media Manager

E: r.gibbs@brumbies.com.au
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ALL THE STATS
Plus500 Brumbies Results & Line-ups 2018

TRIAL MATCH 1
Plus500 BRUMBIES 50 REBELS 19 
SATURDAY 3 FEBRUARY 2018 
(SEIFFERT OVAL, QUEANBEYAN)
Plus500 Brumbies 50 (T: Speight, Carter, Naisarani, Abel (2), 
Muirhead, Ikitau, McInerney, C: Hawera (3), Lonergan (2)) 
Rebels 19 (T: Ratu, Hutchison, Tuipulotu, C: Debreczeni (2))

THE TEAM
1. Faalelei SIONE (18. Leslie LEULUA’IALI’I-MAKIN 47’, 3. Mees 
ERASMUS 71’), 2. Robbie ABEL (16. Connal MCINERNEY 71’), 
3. Allan ALAALATOA (17. Ben ALEXANDER 30’, 1. Harry LLOYD 
71’), 4. Rory ARNOLD (20. Blake ENEVER 47’, 5. Darcy SWAIN 
73’), 5. Sam CARTER (4. Richie ARNOLD 47’), 6. Rob VALETINI (7. 
Lachlan MCCAFFREY 47’), 7. Tom CUSACK (21. Lolo FAKAOSILEA 
47’), 8, Isi NAISARANI (8. Rob VALETINI 60’, 6. Angus ALLEN 71’), 
9. Matt LUCAS (9. Joe POWELL 30’, 21. Ryan LONERGAN 60’), 10. 
Wharenui HAWERA (12. Kyle GODWIN 60’), 11. Lausii TALIAULI 
(23. James DARGAVILLE 47’, 11. Noah LOLESIO 86’), 12. Kyle 
GODWIN (12, Jordan JACKSON-HOPE 47’), 13. Andrew SMITH 
(13. Len IKITAU 60’), 14. Henry SPEIGHT (22. James VERITY-
AMM 47’), 15. Tom BANKS (15. Andrew MUIRHEAD 47’)

BRISBANE GLOBAL RUGBY TENS

FRIDAY 9 FEBRUARY 2018
Pool: v Fiji W 17-12 (T: Speight (2), Peni, C: Walker)
Pool: v Crusaders L 7-31 (T: McInerney, C: Lonergan)

SATURDAY 10 FEBRUARY 2018
Pool: v Hurricanes L 12-10 (T: Jackson-Hope, Sione)

SQUAD
Forwards: Robbie ABEL, Ben ALEXANDER, Richie ARNOLD, Rory 
ARNOLD, Tom CUSACK, Blake ENEVER, Mees ERASMUS, Lolo 
FAKAOSILEA, Leslie LEULUA’IALI’I-MAKIN, Lachlan MCCAFFREY, 
Connal MCINERNEY, Faalelei SIONE, Darcy SWAIN, Rob VALETINI
Backs: James DARGAVILLE, Isaak FINES, KYLE GODWIN, Jordan 
JACKSON-HOPE, Ryan LONERGAN, Matthew LUCAS, Andrew 
MUIRHEAD, Chance PENI, Henry SPEIGHT, Lausii TALIAULI, 
James VERITY-AMM, Andrew WALKER (Guest Player)

TRIAL MATCH 2
Plus500 BRUMBIES 26 CHIEFS 38
WEDNESDAY 14 FEBRUARY 2018 
(SUNSHINE COAST STADIUM, KAWANA)
Plus500 Brumbies (7) 26 (T: Powell, Muirhead, Naisarani, 
Godwin, C: Lealiifano, Hawera (2)) Chiefs (26) 38 (T: Weber 
(3), Jacobsen, Messam, Fa’auli, C: D. McKenzie (3), M. 
McKenzie)

THE TEAM
1. Scott SIO (17. Ben ALEXANDER 56’), 2. Josh MANN-
REA (16. Robbie ABEL 50’), 3. Allan ALAALATOA (18. 
Leslie LEULUA’IALI’I-MAKIN 60’), 4. Rory ARNOLD 
(5. Richie ARNOLD 50’), 5. Sam CARTER (21. Blake 
ENEVER 50’), 6. Rob VALETINI (7. Tom CUSACK 41’), 7. 
Lachlan MCCAFFREY (20. Lolo FAKAOSILEA 56’), 8. Isi 
NAISARANI (8. Rob VALETINI), 9. Joe POWELL (23. Matt 
LUCAS 56’), 10. Christian LEALIIFANO (11. Wharenui 
HAWERA 50’), 11, Chance PENI (9. Lausii TALIAULI 60’), 
12. Kyle GODWIN, 13. Tevita KURIDRANI (13. Andrew 
SMITH 60’), 14. Henry SPEIGHT (23. James DARGAVILLE 
60’), 15. Tom BANKS (15. Andrew MUIRHEAD 56’)

ROUND 1 – BYE

ROUND 2
SUNWOLVES 25 Plus500 BRUMBIES 32 

SATURDAY 24 FEBRUARY 2018
(PRINCE CHICHIBU MEMORIAL STADIUM, TOKYO)

Sunwolves (19) 22 (T: Saumaki (2), Lafaele, C: Parker, 
Nakamura P: Parker (2)) Plus500 Brumbies (15) 32 (T: 
McCaffrey, Godwin, Kuridrani, Mann-Rea, Banks, C: 
Lealiifano (2) P: Lealiifano)

THE TEAM
1. Ben Alexander (17. Faalelei Sione 61’), 2. Josh 
Mann-Rea (16. Robbie Abel 66’), 3. Allan Alaalatoa 
(18. Leslie Leuluaialii-Makin 66’), 4. Richie Arnold (19. 
Rory Arnold 51’), 5. Sam Carter, 6. Rob Valetini (20. 
Lachlan McCaffrey 23’), 7. Tom Cusack, 8. Isi Naisarani, 
9. Joe Powell, 10. Christian Lealiifano, 11. Chance Peni 
(23. Lausii Taliauli 78’), 12. Kyle Godwin, 13. Tevita 
Kuridrani, 14. Henry Speight, 15. Tom Banks (22. 
Wharenui Hawera 69’)

ROUND 3
REDS 18 Plus500 BRUMBIES 10 

FRIDAY 2 MARCH 2018 
(SUNCORP STADIUM, BRISBANE)

Reds (6) 18 (P: Tuttle (3), Lance (3)) 
Plus500 Brumbies (5) 10 (T: Powell, Naisarani)

THE TEAM
1. Ben ALEXANDER (17. Nic MAYHEW 55’), 2. Josh 
MANN-REA (16. Robbie ABEL 51’), 3. Allan ALAALATOA 
(18. Leslie LEULUAIALII-MAKIN 66’), 4. Rory ARNOLD 
(19. Blake ENEVER 45’), 5. Sam CARTER, 6. Lachlan 
MCCAFFREY (7. Tom CUSACK 74’), 7. Tom CUSACK (20. 
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Lolo FAKAOSILEA 62’), 8. Isi NAISARANI, 9. Joe POWELL 
(21. Matt LUCAS 51’), 10. Christian LEALIIFANO (22. 
Wharenui HAWERA 45’), 11. Chance PENI, (23. Lausii 
TALIAULI 61’) 12. Kyle GODWIN, 13. Tevita KURIDRANI, 
14. Henry SPEIGHT, 15. Tom BANKS

ROUND 4
REBELS 33 Plus500 BRUMBIES 10 
FRIDAY 9 MARCH 2018 
(AAMI PARK, MELBOURNE)
Rebels (14) 33 (T: Mafi, Hodge (2), Maddocks, Ruru, C: 
Hodge (4))
Plus500 Brumbies (5) 10 (T: Peni, Speight)

THE TEAM
1. Scott SIO (17. Faalelei SIONE 50’), 2. Josh MANN-REA 
(16. Folau FAINGA’A 41’), 3. Allan ALAALATOA (18. Leslie 
LEULUAIAILI-MAKIN 61’), 4. Rory ARNOLD, 5. Sam CARTER 
(19. Richie ARNOLD 15’) 6. Lachlan MCCAFFREY, 7. Lolo 
FAKAOSILEA (20. Tom CUSACK 54’), 8. Isi NAISARANI, 
9. Joe POWELL (21. Matt LUCAS 54’), 10. Christian 
LEALIIFANO (22. Wharenui HAWERA 50’), 11. Chance 
PENI (3. Allan ALAALATOA 64’-74’), 12. Kyle GODWIN, 13. 
Tevita KURIDRANI, 14. Henry SPEIGHT, 15. Tom BANKS 
(23. Andy MUIRHEAD 52’)

ROUND 5
Plus500 BRUMBIES 24 SHARKS 17 
SATURDAY 17 MARCH 2018 
(GIO STADIUM, CANBERRA)
Plus500 Brumbies (10) 24 (T: Taliauli, Speight, C: Hawera, 
P: Hawera (4))
Sharks (3) 17 (T: Du Toit, Bosch, C: R. Du Preez (2), P: R. 
Du Preez)

THE TEAM 
1. Scott SIO (17. Nic MAYHEW 58’) 2. Folau FAINGA’A (16. 
Connal MCINERNEY 77’) 3. Allan ALAALATOA (7. Tom 
CUSACK 64’) 4. Rory ARNOLD (19. Richie ARNOLD 60’) 
5. Blake ENEVER, 6. Lachlan MCCAFFERY 7. Tom CUSACK 
(18. Leslie LEULUAIALII-MAKIN 54’, 20. Lolo FAKAOSILEA 
73’) 8. Isi NAISARANI, 9. Joe POWELL (21. Matt LUCAS 66’) 
10. Wharenui HAWERA 11. Lausii TALIAULI (22. James 
DARGAVILLE 60’) 12. Christian LEALIIFANO, 13. Tevita 
KURIDRANI, 14. Henry SPEIGHT, 15. Andy MUIRHEAD (23. 
Tom BANKS 60’)

ROUND 6 – BYE

ROUND 7
Plus500 BRUMBIES 17 WARATAHS 24 
SATURDAY 31 MARCH 2018 
(GIO STADIUM, CANBERRA)

Brumbies (11) 17 (T: Taliauli, P: Hawera (4))
Waratahs (13) 24 (T: Naiyaravoro (2), C: Foley, P: Foley 

(4))

THE TEAM 
1. Scott SIO (17. Faalelei SIONE 74’), 2. Folau FAINGA’A 
(16. Robbie ABEL 61’), 3. Allan ALAALATOA, 4. Rory 
ARNOLD (19. Richie ARNOLD 61’), 5. Blake ENEVER, 6. 
Lachlan MCCAFFREY, 7. David POCOCK, 8. Isi NAISARANI 
(20. Tom CUSACK 74’), 9. Joe POWELL (21. Matt LUCAS 
55’), 10. Wharenui HAWERA, 11. Lausii TALIUALI, 12. 
Christian LEALIIFANO (22. Kyle GODWIN 57’), 13. Tevita 
KURIDRANI, 14. Henry SPEIGHT, 15. Andrew MUIRHEAD 
(23. Tom BANKS 52’)
Replacements Not Used: 18. Mees ERASMUS

ROUND 8
Plus500 BRUMBIES 45 REDS 21

SATURDAY 7 APRIL 2018 
(GIO STADIUM, CANBERRA)

Plus500 Brumbies (12) 45 (T: Fainga’a, Naisarani (2), Peni, 
Rory Arnold, Carter, Pocock C: Hawera, Lealiifano (4))
Reds (18) 21 (T: Tupou, Feauai-Sautia, C: Lance, P: Lance 
(2), Tuttle)

THE TEAM 
1. Scott SIO (17. Faalelei SIONE 77′), 2. Folau FAINGA’A 
(16. Robbie ABEL 68’), 3. Allan ALAALATOA (18. Leslie 
LEULUAIALII-MAKIN 77′), 4. Rory ARNOLD (5. Blake 
ENEVER 62’), 5. Blake ENEVER (19. Sam CARTER 48’), 
6. Lachlan MCCAFFREY (20. Tom CUSACK 24’), 7. David 
POCOCK, 8. Isi NAISARANI, 9. Matt LUCAS (21. Joe 
POWELL 50’), 10. Wharenui HAWERA (22. Kyle GODWIN 
50’), 11. Chance PENI, 12. Christian LEALIIFANO, 13. 
Tevita KURIDRANI, 14. James DARGAVILLE (23. James 
VERITY-AMM 75′), 15. Tom BANKS

ROUND 9
HIGHLANDERS 43 Plus500 BRUMBIES 17 

SATURDAY 14 APRIL 2018 
(FORSYTH BARR STADIUM, DUNEDIN)

Highlanders (12) 43 (T: Sopoaga, B. Smith (2), Naholo, 
Frizzell, F. Smith, C: Sopoaga (4), B. Smith, P: Sopoaga) 
Plus500 Brumbies (10) 17 (T: Naisarani, Powell, C: Hawera 
(2), P: Hawera)

THE TEAM 
1. Scott SIO (17. Nic MAYHEW 69’), 2. Folau FAINGA’A 
(16. Robbie ABEL 66’), 3. Allan ALAALATOA (18. Leslie 
LEULUAIALII-MAKIN 66’), 4. Rory ARNOLD, 5. Blake 
ENEVER (19. Sam CARTER 53’), 6. Tom CUSACK (20. 
Michael OAKMAN-HUNT 72’), 7. David POCOCK, 8. Isi 
NAISARANI (6. Tom CUSACK 75’-77’), 9. Matt LUCAS (21. 
Joe POWELL 51’), 10. Wharenui HAWERA, 11. Chance 
PENI, 12. Christian LEALIIFANO (22. KYLE GODWIN 
63’), 13. Tevita KURIDRANI, 14. James DARGAVILLE (23. 
Andrew SMITH 56’), 15. Tom BANKS
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ROUND 10
Plus500 BRUMBIES 20 JAGUARES 25 
SUNDAY 22 APRIL 2018 
(GIO STADIUM, CANBERRA)
Plus500 Brumbies (10) 20 (T: Banks (2), Peni C: Hawera 
P: Hawera)
Jaguares (13) 25 (T: Orlando, De la Fuente, Boffelli, C: 
Sanchez (2) P: Sanchez (2))

THE TEAM 
1. Scott SIO (17. Nic MAYHEW 59’), 2. Folau FAINGAA 
(16. Robbie ABEL 59’), 3. Allan ALAALATOA (18. Mees 
ERASMUS 72’), 4. Rory ARNOLD (19. Darcy SWAIN 63’), 
5. Sam CARTER, 6. Tom CUSACK, 7. David POCOCK (20. 
Michael OAKMAN-HUNT 73’), 8. Isi NAISARANI, 9. Joe 
POWELL (21. Matt LUCAS 63’), 10. Wharenui HAWERA, 
11. Chance PENI, 12. Kyle GODWIN (22. Jordan JACKSON-
HOPE 59’), 13. Tevita KURIDRANI (23. Andrew SMITH 
73’), 14. Henry SPEIGHT, 15. Tom BANKS

ROUND 11
Plus500 BRUMBIES 8 CRUSADERS 21 
SUNDAY 28 APRIL 2018 
(GIO STADIUM, CANBERRA)
Plus500 Brumbies: (8) 8 (T: Speight C: P: Hawera) 
Crusaders: (21) 21 (T: Bateman, Mataele (2) C: Delany (3))

THE TEAM 
1. Scott SIO (17. Faalelei SIONE 70’), 2. Folau FAINGA’A 
(16. Robbie ABEL 67’), 3. Allan ALAALATOA (18. Ben 
ALEXANDER 67’), 4. Rory ARNOLD, 5. Sam CARTER, 6. 
Blake ENEVER, 7. Tom CUSACK, 8. Isi NAISARANI (20. 
Lolo FAKAOSILEA 43’), 9. Joe POWELL (21. Matt LUCAS 
52’), 10. Wharenui HAWERA, 11. Chance PENI (23. Andy 
MUIRHEAD 64’), 12. Andrew SMITH (22. Jordan JACKSON-
HOPE 21’), 13. Tevita KURIDRANI, 14. Henry SPEIGHT, 15. 
Tom BANKS
Replacements Not Used: 19. Darcy SWAIN

ROUND 12 – BYE

ROUND 13
Plus500 BRUMBIES 24 REBELS 27 
Saturday 12 May 2018 
(GIO Stadium, Canberra)
Plus500 Brumbies (21) 24 (T: Cusack, Sione, Valetini C: 
Hawera (3) P: Hawera) 
Rebels (10) 27 (T: English (2), Maddocks, Tupou C: Hodge 
(2) P: Hodge)

THE TEAM 
1. Scott SIO (17. Faalelei SIONE 21’, 18. Ben ALEXANDER 
74’), 2. Folau FAINGA’A (16. Robbie ABEL 67’), 3. Allen 
ALAALATOA, 4. Rory ARNOLD (19. Blake ENEVER 67’), 5. 

Sam CARTER, 6. Lachlan MCCAFFREY, 7. Tom CUSACK, 8. 
Rob VALETINI (20. Lolo FAKAOSILEA 67’), 9. Joe POWELL 
(21. Matt LUCAS71’), 10. Wharenui HAWERA (22. Jordan 
JACKSON-HOPE 71’), 11. Andy MUIRHEAD (23. Lausii 
TALIAULI 74’), 12. Christian LEALIIFANO, 13. Tevita 
KURIDRANI, 14. Henry SPEIGHT, 15. Tom BANKS

ROUND 14
LIONS 42 Plus500 BRUMBIES 24 

Saturday 19 May 2018 
(Emirates Airline Park, Johannesburg)

THE POINTS
Lions (21) 42 (T: Janse Van Rensburg, Coetzee, Dreyer, 
Schoeman, Reynolds, Erasmus, C: Jantjies (6)) Plus500 
Brumbies 24 (T: Banks (2), Kuridrani, C: Lealiifano (3), P: 
Lealiifano)

THE TEAM 
1. Scott SIO (17. Nick MAYHEW 63’), 2. Folau FAINGA’A 
(16. Leslie LEULUAIALII-MAKIN 77’), 3. Allan ALAALATOA 
(18. Ben ALEXANDER 63’), 4. Rory ARNOLD, 5. Sam 
CARTER, 6. Rob VALETINI (19. Blake ENEVER 74’), 7. David 
POCOCK (21. Tom CUSACK 54’), 8. Isi NAISARANI (20. 
Lachlan MCCAFFREY 54’), 9. Joe POWELL (22. Matt LUCAS 
55’), 10. Christian LEALIIFANO (23. Andrew SMITH 66’), 
11. Andrew MUIRHEAD, 12. Kyle GODWIN, 13. Tevita 
KURIDRANI, 14. Henry SPEIGHT, 15. Tom BANKS 

ROUND 15
BULLS 28 Plus500 BRUMBIES 38 

SATURDAY 26 MAY 2018
(LOFTUS VERSFELD, PRETORIA)

Bulls (14) 28 (T: Pollard, Smit, Kotze, C: Pollard (2), 
P: Pollard (3)) Plus500 Brumbies (10) 38 (T: Godwin, 
Fainga’a, McCaffrey, Banks, Muirhead, C: Lealiifano (3), 
Hawera (2), P: Lealiifano)

THE TEAM 
1. Scott SIO (17. Nick MAYHEW 70’), 2. Folau FAINGA’A, 
3. Allan ALAALATOA (18. Leslie LEULUAIALII-MAKIN 
70’), 4. Blake ENEVER (19. Richie ARNOLD 64’), 5. Sam 
CARTER, 6. Lachlan MCCAFFREY (20. Tom CUSACK 56’), 7. 
David POCOCK, 8. Isi NAISARANI (16. Connal MCINERNEY 
66’), 9. Joe POWELL (21. Matt LUCAS 69’), 10. Christian 
LEALIIFANO (22. Wharenui HAWERA 70’), 11. Andrew 
MUIRHEAD, 12. Kyle GODWIN (23. Andrew SMITH 69’), 
13. Tevita KURIDRANI, 14. Henry SPEIGHT, 15. Tom BANKS

ROUND 16
Plus500 BRUMBIES 41 SUNWOLVES 31 

SUNDAY 4 JUNE 2018
(GIO STADIUM, CANBERRA)

Plus500 Brumbies (19) 41 (T: Pocock, McCaffrey, Banks, 
Muirhead, Speight (2), Cusack C: Lealiifano (2), Hawera) 
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Sunwolves: (10) 31 (T: Emery, Van Wyk, Quirk, Ishii C: 
Parker (4), P: Parker)

THE TEAM 
1. Scott SIO (17. Nick MAYHEW 55’), 2. Connal MCINERNEY, 
3. Allan ALAALATOA (18. Ben ALEXANDER 59’), 4. Blake 
ENEVER (19. Richie ARNOLD 67’), 5. Sam CARTER, 6. 
Lachlan MCCAFFREY, 7. David POCOCK, (20. Tom CUSACK 
55’), 8. Isi NAISARANI, 9. Joe POWELL, (21. Matt LUCAS 
67’), 10. Christian LEALIIFANO (22. Wharenui HAWERA 
59’), 11. Andy MUIRHEAD, 12. Kyle GODWIN, 13. Tevita 
KURIDRANI (23. Andrew SMITH 75’), 14. Henry SPEIGHT, 
15. Tom BANKS
Replacements Not Used: 16. Robbie ABEL

CHICHIBUNOMIYA MINATO 
RUGBY FESTIVAL
SUNTORY SUNGOLIATH 28 Plus500 
BRUMBIES 26 
SUNDAY 4 JUNE 2018
(PRINCE CHICHIBUNOMIYA STADIUM, TOKYO)
Suntory Sungoliath 28 (14) Plus500 Brumbies (12) 26 
(T: Taliauli, Verity-Amm (2), Lealiifano, C: Hawera (2), 
Lealiifano)

THE TEAM 
1. Nic MAYHEW (17. Faalelei SIONE 34’, 1. Nic MAYHEW 
54’), 2. Connal MCINERNEY (16. Robbie ABEL 34’, 2. 
Connal MCINERNEY 62’), 3. Ben ALEXANDER (18. Leslie 
LEULUAIALII-MAKIN 34’, 3. Ben ALEXANDER 56’), 4. 
Richie ARNOLD (19. Darcy SWAIN 49’), 19. Darcy SWAIN 
(20. Benjamin EDWARDS 27’, 4. Richie ARNOLD 62’), 6. 
Blake ENEVER, 7. Tom CUSACK, 8. Isi NAISARANI, 9. Matt 
LUCAS, 10. Christian LEALIIFANO (22. Wharenui HAWERA 
27’, 10. Christian LEALIIFANO 50’), 11. Lausii TALIAULI, 12. 
Kyle GODWIN (21. Jordan JACKSON-HOPE 41’, 12. Kyle 
GODWIN 72’), 13. Andrew SMITH (23. James DARGAVILLE 
34’), 14. Henry SPEIGHT (24. James VERITY-AMM 27’), 15. 
Andrew MUIRHEAD (14. Henry SPEIGHT 50’)

ROUND 17
Plus500 BRUMBIES 24 HURRICANES 12
SATURDAY 30 JUNE 2018
(GIO STADIUM, CANBERRA)
Plus500 Brumbies (5) 24 (T: Godwin, Fainga’a, Rory 
Arnold, Muirhead, C: Lealiifano, Lucas) Hurricanes (12) 
12 (T: Perenara, Savea, C: J. Barrett)

THE TEAM
1. Scott SIO (17. Nic MAYHEW 16’), 2. Folau FAINGAA 
(16. Connal MCINERNEY 77’), 3. Ben ALEXANDER (18. 
Leslie LEULUAIALII-MAKIN 50’), 4. Rory ARNOLD (19. 
Richie ARNOLD 68’), 5. Blake ENEVER, 6. Tom CUSACK, 
7. David POCOCK, 8. Isi NAISARANI, 9. Joe POWELL (21. 
Matt LUCAS 68’), 10. Christian LEALIIFANO, 11. Andy 

MUIRHEAD, 12. Kyle GODWIN (22. Wharenui HAWERA 
77’), 13. Tevita KURIDRANI, 14. Henry SPEIGHT (23. Lausii 
TALIAULI 77’), 15. Tom BANKS
Replacements Not Used: 20. Darcy SWAIN

ROUND 18
CHIEFS 24 Plus500 BRUMBIES 19 

SATURDAY 7 JULY 2018
(FMG STADIUM, WAIKATO)

Chiefs (17) 24 (T: Harris, McKenzie, Faauli, C: McKenzie 
(3), P: McKenzie) Plus500 Brumbies (0) 19 (T: Speight (2), 
Banks, C: Hawera (2))

THE TEAM
1. Nic MAYHEW (17. Ben ALEXANDER 72’), 2. Folau 
FAINGAA (16. Connal MCINERNEY 40’, 72’), 3. Allan 
ALAALATOA (18. Leslie LEULUAIALII-MAKIN 64’), 4. Rory 
ARNOLD, 5. Blake ENEVER, 6. Tom CUSACK (20. Lachlan 
MCCAFFREY 24’, 19. Richie ARNOLD 62’), 7. David 
POCOCK, 8. Isi NAISARANI, 9. Joe POWELL (21. Matt 
LUCAS 62’), 10. Christian LEALIIFANO (22. Wharenui 
HAWERA 72’), 11. Andy MUIRHEAD (23. Lausii TALIAULI 
77’), 12. Kyle GODWIN, 13. Tevita KURIDRANI, 14. Henry 
SPEIGHT, 15. Tom BANKS

ROUND 19
WARATAHS 31 PLUS500 BRUMBIES 40 

SATURDAY 14 JULY 2018
(ALLIANZ STADIUM, SYDNEY)

Waratahs (10) 31 (T: Fitzpatrick, Naiyaravoro, Miller, 
Wilkin, C: Foley (4), P: Foley)
Plus500 Brumbies (26) 40 (T: Banks, Rich Arnold, 
Naisarani, Muirhead, Godwin, Taliauli, C: Lealiifano (4), 
Hawera)

THE TEAM
1. Nic MAYHEW (17. Ben ALEXANDER 62’), 2. Folau 
FAINGA’A (16. Connal MCINERNEY 75’), 3. Allan 
ALAALATOA (18. Leslie LEULUAIAILII-MAKIN 62’), 4. Rory 
ARNOLD, 5. Richie ARNOLD (19. Sam CARTER 54’), 6. 
Blake ENEVER (19. Sam CARTER 39’-40’, 5. Richie ARNOLD 
70’), 7. David POCOCK, 8. Isi NAISARANI (20. Lachlan 
MCCAFFREY 23’, 16. Connal MCINERNEY 27’-34’), 9. Joe 
POWELL (21. Matt LUCAS 62’), 10. Christian LEALIIFANO 
(22. Wharenui HAWERA 62’), 11. Andrew MUIRHEAD, 12. 
Kyle GODWIN, 13. Tevita KURIDRANI, 14. Henry SPEIGHT 
(23. Lausii TALIAULI 37’), 15. Tom BANKS
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2018 saw big steps forward for Women’s 
Rugby in Australia with the introduction of 
the inaugural Buildcorp Super W tournament. 
This tournament replaced the former Week-
long National Women’s Championships, and 
saw the four Super Rugby Franchises, plus the 
Western Force compete in a home and away 
competition with numerous matches played 
as double headers with men’s Super Rugby 
matches at major stadia.  The establishment 
of a new competition in the Women’s space 
to rival that of our competitor sports has 
been a much-needed boost to Women’s 
Rugby. With the competition having been 
established rapidly, this has certainly placed 
great stress on resourcing and facility 
usage but the unified desire to make this 
new competition successful has seen great 
strides forward following much hard work 
from a number of people. Ultimately, now 
the competition has established a place in 
the calendar and marketplace, our sport is 
even better equipped to progress Women’s 
rugby moving forward. The 2018 program 
for our women’s Super W team saw some 
incredibly exciting fixtures, not just the Super 
W matches themselves. In addition to the 
Super W competition our team were also 
invited to participate in the Brisbane Global 
Tens at Suncorp stadium, and also played our 
first International team in many years when 
facing the Fijian National Team. 

BRISBANE GLOBAL TENS
The season began with the team heading 
to Brisbane for the Brisbane Global Tens at 
Suncorp stadium on Friday and Saturday the 
9th and 10th of February. These matches 
were televised on Fox Sports and our team 
was very competitive. Ultimately, we finished 
3rd in the 2-day tournament, defeating 
Melbourne Rebels, but losing to Queensland 
Reds and NSW Waratahs.

SUPER W TOURNAMENT
Following successful trial victories over 
Central West and the Melbourne Rebels and a 
good training preparation during the previous 
few months, the team went into Game 1 
full of confidence taking on the Queensland 
Reds women’s team who we had narrowly 
beaten in the National Champs semi-finals 
two years in a row. This match was played at 
GIO Stadium in Canberra with approximately 
1,500 supporters in attendance. Despite a 
competitive first half with just a try in it at 
halftime, we unfortunately went down by 
a comfortable margin 42-5 struggling in the 
second half, a trend that was to continue 
throughout the tournament. The Queensland 
bench certainly had a strong impact but our 
ability to stay with the pace of the game was 
put to the test. Our next game saw us face 
Perennial Women’s powerhouse NSW in 
round 2 at Warringah Rugby Club in Sydney. 
This was probably our best performance in 
the competition, again the score was close 
for two thirds of the match and we really 

gave NSW a fright before they pulled away late 
in the game to win 24-5. Round 3 saw us grab 
our first win of the tournament. Playing the 
Melbourne Rebels at AAMI Park in Melbourne, 
the team had a scratchy sta (rt but were able 
to score some nice tries in the match and 
eventually earn a comfortable bonus point 
win by 37-8. The Melbourne win, and some 
other favourable results, meant we went into 
the final round match against Western Force 
at GIO Stadium with a mathematical chance of 
making the final. Again, our ability to compete 
in the first half was present, but the trend 
of giving up too many points late in games 
continued and we were beaten in the end 
by 29-10 placing 4th overall in the five-team 
competition. Whilst this wasn’t quite the finish 
we had hoped for, having made the final of 
the National Women’s Champs the previous 2 
years in a row, it was clear how much the other 
states had improved with players from other 
sports recruited, and some exciting young 
players coming through. Our small population 
base and limited Women’s club competition 
has hindered our ability to find and develop 
new players, but plans are already in place to 
try and improve the squad depth, and add real 
competition for selection. 

2018 SUPER W RESULTS
17th March - lost QLD 5-42 (GIO Stadium)
24th March - lost NSW 5-24 (Warringah)
30th March - beat VIC 37-8 (AAMI Park)
7th April - lost WA 10-29 (GIO Stadium)

BRUMBIES SUPER W SQUAD
Emerena AVIGA, Brittney-Lee BEDFORD, Kate 
BROWN, Louise BURROWS, Skye CHURCHILL, 
Peta COX, Harriet ELLEMAN, Charlene GUBB, 
Jess HOWARD
Anna KOROVATA, Michaela LEONARD, Shellie 
MILWARD, Georgia O’NEILL, Tayla STANFORD, 
Merrin STARR, Violeta TUPUOLA, Tania 
AFAMASAGA, Izzy ATKINSON-SMITH, Kiahan 
BELL-CHAMBERS, Courtney FRANKL, Jane 
GARRAWAY, Ash KARA, Paremo MARSH, Kiara 
MEREDITH-BROWN, Michelle PERRY, Darcy 
READ, Cecelia SMITH, Talei WILSON, Remi 
WILTON, Samantha WOOD

FIJI INTERNATIONAL
In a final chapter to the Super W season 
our team was given the opportunity to play 
the Fijian Women’s National team, our first 
women’s international since 1997 (when USA 
visited Canberra). The match was held at the 
Australian National University rugby grounds 
on Monday 11th June (Queens Birthday 
Holiday). Great weather and a promising 
fixture saw a large crowd approaching 1,500 
spectators in attendance. A carnival like 
atmosphere ensued and the Fijian team played 
with typical Pacific flair scoring some fantastic 
tries and ran out 33-7 winners. 

the women’s game
super w review 2018
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Most excitingly, we had six players selected in the wider Wallaroo 
Players of National Interest Squad (PONIs). Another four were 
selected as Development players. However, the highlight on the 
selection front was that Georgia O’Neill and Michelle Millward 
were picked for the Wallaroos matches with New Zealand. This 
report would not be complete without acknowledging the huge 
commitment from the Coaching and Management team. Tony 
Doherty (Head Coach) and Adam Fahey (Assistant Coach) are two 
highly experienced and qualified local coaches who worked very 
hard to prepare the players as best as possible with help from the 
rest of their coaching and S & C team. Thanks to all the Medical 
staff who helped keep the players on the paddock, the competition 
was intensive with higher training loads than most players would 
be used too, and the medical support was invaluable in keeping 
players available for selection. Thanks also to all Brumbies staff 
who were involved in the planning of so many different areas that 
the Super W competition encompassed. Finally, thanks to the 
players who committed to the program over an intensive training 
period of up to 5 months. You are all pioneers of a new era in the 
game for Women, but 2018 is just the start!

BRISBANE GLOBAL RUGBY TENS
Friday 9 / Saturday 10 February 2018
Pool: Rebels W 17-7 (T: Bell-Chambers, Perry, Milward, C: Perry)
Pool: Queensland L 0-33
Pool: NSW L 0-22

SQUAD
Tania AFAMASAGA, Emerena AVIGA, Kiahan BELL-CHAMBERS, Kate 
BROWN, Louise BURROWS, Jane GARRAWAY, Charlene GUBB, Jess 
HOWARD, Michaela LEONARD, Irene MACRTHUR, Paremo MARSH, 
Shellie MILWARD, Georgia O’NEILL, Michelle PERRY, Darcy READ, 
Cecelia SMITH, Merrin STARR, Remi WILTON

TRIAL MATCH 1
Saturday 17 February 2018
Rebels 5 Brumbies 70 (T: Bedford, Stanford, Perry (2), Atkinson-
Smith, Garraway, Howard (2), Read, Wood, P Marsh, Frankl, C: 
Wood (3), O’Neill (2)) 

TRIAL MATCH 2
Saturday 24 February 2018
Brumbies 31 (T: Read (3), Garraway, Gubb, C: Wood (3)) Central 
NSW 0

SUPER W – ROUND 1
Saturday 17 March 2017
(GIO Stadium, Canberra)
Brumbies (5) 5 (T: Cox) Queensland (13) 42 (T: Gould, Lefau-
Fakaosilea (2), Patu, Wong, Riordan. C: Gould (4), Cramer, Treherne

TEAM 
1. Anna KOROVATA (17. Brittney-Lee BEDFORD 33’), 2. Louise 
BURROWS (16.  Emerena AVIGA 50’), 3. Peta COX (18. Merrin 
STARR 35’), 4. Charlene GUBB, 5. Michaela LEONARD, 6. Michelle 
MILWARD, 7. Skye CHURCHILL (20. Harriet ELLEMAN 22’), 8. Tayla 
STANFORD (19. Jess HOWARD 40’), 9. Jane GARRAWAY (21. Remi 

WILTON 56’), 10. Ashley KARA (23. Kiara MEREDITH-BROWN 
50’), 11. Kiahan BELLCHAMBERS, 12. Samantha WOOD, 13. 
Paremo MARSH, 14. Talei WILSON, 15. Michelle PERRY (22. 
Tania AFAMASAGA 58’)

SUPER W – ROUND 2
Saturday 24 March 2018
(Warringah Rugby Club, Sydney)
NSW (7) 24 (T: Parker, Leaupepe (2), C: Leaupepe (3), P: 
Leaupepe) Brumbies (5) 5 (T: Gubb) 

TEAM
1. Anna KOROVATA (17. Violeta TUPUOLA 30’), 2. Louise 
BURROWS (16. Emerena AVIGA 61’), 3. Peta COX (18. Merrin 
STARR 60’), 4. Kate BROWN, 5. Charlene GUBB, 6. Jess 
HOWARD (20. Skye CHURCHILL 74’), 7. Georgia O’NEILL, 8. Tayla 
STANFORD (19. Michaela LEONARD 47’), 9. Jane GARRAWAY 
(21. Remi WILTON 45’), 10. Ash KARA (23. Kiara MEREDITH-
BROWN 45’), 11. Darcy READ (22. Tania AFAMASANGA 60’), 
12. Michelle PERRY, 13. Paremo MARSH, 14. Talei WILSON, 15. 
Samantha WOOD
 

SUPER W – ROUND 3
Friday 30 March 2018
(AMMI Park, Melbourne)
Rebels (8) 8 (T: Marsters, P: Cormick)
Brumbies (15) 37 (T: Read, Wilton, Burrows, Stanford, Wilson, 
Milward, C: Wood (2), P: Wood)

TEAM
1. Violeta TUPUOLA (17. Brittney-Lee BEDFORD 50’), 2. Louise 
BURROWS (16. Emerena AVIGA 50’), 3. Peta COX (18. Anna 
KOROVATA 69’), 4. Shellie MILWARD, 5. Michaela LEONARD, 6. 
Jess HOWARD (20. Harriet ELLEMAN 69’), 7. Georgia O’NEILL, 
8. Tayla STANFORD, 9. Remi WILTON (21. Jane GARRAWAY 57’), 
10. Kiara MEREDITH-BROWN (22. Ash KARA 63’), 11. Darcy 
READ (23. Isabella ATKINSON-SMITH 69’), 12. Michelle PERRY, 
13. Paremo MARSH, 14. Talei WILSON, 15. Samantha WOOD 
(19. Skye CHURCHILL 69’)

SUPER W – ROUND 4
Saturday 7 April 2018
(GIO Stadium, Canberra)
Brumbies (5) 10 (T: Milward (2)) Western Force (0) 29 (T: 
Kereopa, Taurima, Edwards, Hodder, C: Cope (4), P: Cope)

TEAM
1. Brittney-Lee BEDFORD (17. Anna KORAVATA 69’), 2. Louise 
BURROWS (16. Emerena AVIGA 56’), 3. Peta COX (18. Merrin 
STARR 61’), 4. Charlene GUBB, 5. Shellie MILWARD, 6. Jess 
HOWARD (20. Skye CHURCHILL 70’), 7. Georgia O’NEILL, 8. Tayla 
STANFORD (19. Michaela LEONARD 64’), 9. Jane GARRAWAY 
(10. Ash KARA 50’), 10. Kiara MEREDITH-BROWN, 11. Darcy 
READ (23. Kiahan BELLCHAMBERS 55’), 12. Michelle PERRY, 
13. Paremo MARSH, 14. Talei WILSON, 15. Sammie WOOD (22. 
Tania AFAMASAGA 59’)
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super rugby - off the field
player development

The Player Development Program (PDP) at 
the Brumbies is supported by the Rugby 
Union Players Association (RUPA) through 
the employment of a fulltime Player 
Development Manager (PDM). The PDP 
provides ‘off-field’ assistance to players 
under the following pillars established by 
RUPA: 

• Career and Education
• Wellbeing
• Financial Management
• Personal Toolkit
• Cultural Diversity
• Integrity Obligations

The following highlights the achievements 
under each of these pillars during 2018.

CAREER AND EDUCATION
Sixteen players have been undertaking 
tertiary study including in the areas 
of business/commerce, teaching, 
crimininology and exercise science. The 
PDM has assisted these players with 
enrolments, extension requests, exam 
supervision, degree planning, RUPA 
education grants and HECS remission 
requests. Three players will complete their 
degrees in 2018 and huge congratulations 
go to them – Tom Cusack (Bachelor 
of Applied Business (Management)), 
Sam Carter (Bachelor of Business and 
Commerce) and Wharenui Hawera 
(Bachelor of Sport and Exercise Science). 
Congratulations also to James Dargaville 
who won the RUPA Academic Achievement 
Award for his completion in 2017 of a 
civil engineering degree. Eight players 
successfully completed a Certificate IV in 
Youth Work – a course which was delivered 
face to face by the PDM and included 
work placement hours at Bimberi Youth 
Justice Centre. A number of players sought 
career planning assistance from the PDM 
while other areas pursued by players were 
real estate licences and heavy vehicle/
equipment tickets. The PDM was very keen 
for players to obtain some ‘real world’ 
employment insights and organised 2 
business-related sessions for interested 
players to attend. The first of these was a 
business careers and pathways workshop 
at business consulting/accountancy firm, 
Synergy, where 9 players heard from a 
range of staff on their career journeys. 12 
players attended the second session which 
involved hearing from successful Canberra 
small businessman and former rugby 
player, Frank Condi, about his business 
story and learnings along the way. Both 
these activities will lead to work experience 
and mentoring opportunities for interested 
players now that networks have been 
established with one player already 

undertaking an internship at Synergy. The 
PDM also assisted Brumbies Academy 
players with career and education advice 
and support particularly those already at, or 
just commencing, university. This included 
the 5 players awarded George Gregan 
scholarships at the University of Canberra 
in 2018 – the PDM provided an orientation 
session for these boys and worked with 
Academy staff to assist with their transition 
into university and the Brumbies program.

WELLBEING
The PDM conducted a mental health 
awareness session for twelve new players 
to the Brumbies. She also assisted players 
one-on-one with a variety of issues 
including those relating to relationships, 
mental health and difficult life events. All 
exiting and incoming players were assisted 
by the PDM with their various transition 
requirements which included briefing the 
PDM at their next club, and  assistance with 
accommodation (including references), 
visas, health insurance and changes in study 
and career options. Partner and family 
support is also crucial to player wellbeing. In 
this area the PDM produced and distributed 
a partner/family handbook, hosted the 
partner/family box at home games, co-
ordinated post-match change room visits 
including a specific Mothers Day activity, 
assisted family members with injured player 
access, facilitated attendance at game 
rehearsal sessions, arranged HQ tours, co-
ordinated flu vaccinations by the Brumbies 
doctor, conducted a fun rugby training 
session with partners, liaised with parents 
involved in Landrover media and worked 
with family members who either attended, 
or sent messages for, jersey presentations 
to players reaching significant game 
milestones. The PDM also provided parents 
with information and advice around their 
son when requested and if appropriate. 
Other PDM wellbeing activities included 
20 players having Molemap skinchecks 
and delivery of a mental health awareness 
presentation to the Brumbies Under 19 
Squad. Super W and Academy players also 
accessed the PDM for wellbeing issues 
where required. The PDM updated and 
distributed to relevant staff the team critical 
incident protocol which culminated in the 
incident management team convening prior 
to the season to discuss the protocol and 
clarify procedures. Past players were also 
assisted by the PDM and a group of 6 past 
Brumbies players attended a mental health 
workshop delivered by the PDM. The PDM 
also worked closely with retiring Brumbies 
players in 2018 to help them with their 
transition from professional rugby.
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FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
The PDM arranged for Pasifika financial adviser, Atenai 
Poa, to visit the Brumbies in July to meet one-on-one 
with a number of Pasifika players. These included players 
who had previously met with Atenai and those that 
were new to the Brumbies. Eight players were assisted 
and they appreciated working with an advisor with an 
understanding of the Pasifika culture.

PERSONAL TOOLKIT
A number of players have learnt skills in a range of 
areas. Eleven have undertaken Japanese lessons, 
thirteen completed a Barista course and nine attended 
a pre-season media and public speaking workshop 
conducted by the PDM and Brumbies’ Media Manager. 
Eight players also completed their Level 2 Coaching 
Certificate. A variety of players lend their assistance 
in the charity area and the PDM has assisted where 
required. This has included arranging a player mentor 
for a young indigenous boy and assisting with links to 
Ronald McDonald House (Andy Muirhead), facilitating a 
player becoming an Ambassador for the Red Cross Blood 
Service (Christian Lealiifano), co-ordinating a player’s 
involvement as an Ambassador for Reconciliation 
Week (David Pocock), assisting with a player providing 
a message supporting Lifeline Canberra (Henry Speight 
– a Lifeline Ambassador) and co-ordinating Tongan 
High Commission involvement in a player’s activities 
associated with Youth in Union – Tonga (Lachlan 
McCaffrey). Congratulations also to Robbie Abel who 
won the RUPA Community Service Award for his 
exceptional mentoring work with disadvantaged youth.

CULTURAL DIVERSITY
The PDM is a member of the Brumbies’ Reconciliation 
Action Plan (RAP) Committee and as part of this role 
liaises with the indigenous players and the wider playing 
group on RAP initiatives. The indigenous players, Andy 
Muirhead, Robbie Abel and the Arnold twins, contributed 
to the artwork for the players’ game rehearsal and warm-
up shirt and, with the PDM, briefed the whole squad 
on the meaning behind the artwork.  The indigenous 
players also attended the launch of the Brumbies RAP 
where they modelled the shirt and lent their support to 
reconciliation themes. The PDM arranged a meeting at 
the Tongan High Commission, involving The Tongan High 
Commissioner, Princess Angelika, other high-ranking 
Commission staff, the Brumbies CEO, the Brumbies’ 
three Tongan players, Lausii Taliauli, Lolo Fakaosilea 
and Folau Faingaa,  and player, Lachlan McCaffrey. This 
meeting obtained support for Lachlan’s activities and 
forthcoming visit to Tonga to deliver clinics as part of 
Youth in Union, however, the meeting had the added 
benefit of strengthening the Brumbies’ and players’ links 
with the Tongan culture and people. On the advice of 
senior Brumbies Pasifika players, no specific Pasifika 
cultural awareness activities were arranged for players, 
however, an awareness session was recommended 
for staff , particularly those from the commercial and 
community areas – this will be held early in 2019. 

INTEGRITY OBLIGATIONS
Players are required by Rugby Australia to complete education 
including in the following areas in order to be eligible to play in 
the Super Rugby competition – code of conduct, anti-doping, 
anti-corruption and betting, concussion/medical, member 
protection (including racism and inclusion), illicit drugs and 
sports supplements. In 2018 all Brumbies players completed 
the required education and met their integrity obligations as 
contracted Super Rugby players. 

In conclusion, in 2018 all players have accessed the PDP and 
received assistance from the PDM.  The PDP remains an accepted 
and well-utilised part of the services provided to Brumbies 
players. 

Robin Duff
RUPA Player Development Manager (PDM)
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SECTION THREE:

CLUB RUGBY
OUR CLUBS | FINAL SCORE | FROM THE REGION | FROM THE COAST | 

MONARO REPRESENTATIVE | FOR THE RECORD
| THE VETERANS | BRUMBIES PROVINCIAL
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Season 2018 was a milestone year with 
the Union recognising 80 years of Premier 
Rugby in the ACT. The club season officially 
launched on Wednesday 4 April at Brumbies 
HQ where all seven Premier Clubs outlined 
their expectations for the upcoming season 
as they strived to be crowned the John I 
Dent Cup Champions. This was especially 
intriguing as four of the clubs were under 
new leadership. The 80th year of Premier 
Rugby saw a new naming rights sponsor 
for the competition with Griffin Legal 
coming on board and a new recording and 
streaming provider in BarTV Sports. Hahn 
Super Dry continued their association as 
Match of the Round Sponsors and Vodafone 
Australia joined us this season as Man of 
the Match sponsor. The local competition 
was also supported by McDonalds ACT, Hart 
Sport, O’Neills, OVO and Club Lime.

2018 also saw the introduction of a new 
piece of silverware put up for grabs during 
the season – The Bob Hitchcock Territory 
Shield. The shield named in honour of ACT 
Rugby Life Member, Bob Hitchcock rewards 
Premier Division 1st Grade home ground 
advantage with the team holding the shield 
at the end of the regular rounds proclaimed 
the winners. Congratulations to Royals who 
were declared the original holders following 
a successful defence of the shield against 
Queanbeyan in Round 17. The shield made 
its way to Phillip via stints in Griffith and 
Queanbeyan. Easts were the first to raise 
the shield in Round 1 and then when on to 
successful defend the shield again in Round 
4 before losing it to Queanbeyan in Round 
6 before the Whites subsequently lost it 
the following week to Royals. Royals then 
went on to defend the shield on four more 
occasions culminating in the Round 17 clash 
against Queanbeyan.

However, the chase for the main prize got 
underway on the 7 April with Premier, 1st 
Division & 2nd Division, while the Women’s 
Division kicked off a week later on the 14 
April due to the introduction of the Super 
W competition. Grand Finals concluded 
on the 18 August for Premier, 1st Division 
and Women’s, while the 2nd Division 
competition concluded their season two 
weeks later on the 7 September. As was 
the case in 2017 we again had 21 clubs 
equating to 59 teams participating across 
the competitions. Again, Gungahlin entered 
a team into the 2nd Division Competition 
alongside ADFA who saw an influx of players. 
Unfortunately, Young had to withdraw their 
1st Division 2nd grade side just prior to the 
start of the season getting underway. 
Our initiative to continue to live stream 
a Premier Division 1st Grade Match of 
the Round along with the Final Series 
has seen our reach continue to grow as 
fans look to engage with the competition. 

Total streaming figures (regular round and 
final series) through the Brumbies and John 
I Dent Facebook pages along with the BarTV 
Sports Facebook page saw a combined reach 
of 542,500 people. Our connection with 
BarTV Sports as our livestream partner was 
a large contributor to the increase in our 
reach. The live streaming of the 4 days of the 
finals series saw a combined Facebook reach 
of 273,00. The Royals v Vikings Premier 1st 
Grade Grand Final had a live stream reach 
of 118,000 through the Brumbies Facebook 
page alone. For the third year running, the 
Premier Division competition would again be 
comprised of 1st Grade, 2nd Grade and Colts, 
with all seven premier clubs fielding teams in 
the 17 Round competition.

In the lead up to the competition both Royals 
and Tuggeranong were tipped to be at the 
pointy end come finals time. A change to the 
coaching team at Easts ensured that there was 
plenty of debate as to what the tri colours 
could produce this season in their 80th year. 
If the results in 1st grade from the opening 
round was anything to go by, the 2018 
season was going to be one of the closest 
competitively for a number of years. The total 
points difference between the three games 
was 4 points, with the highlight being Easts 
winning their 1st game in 1,106 days with 
their 22-20 win over Uni-Norths and becoming 
the 1st holders of the Bob Hitchcock Territory 
Shield. In fact, Easts were the surprise packet 
of the competition and showed that they were 
not going to be easy beats pushing teams all 
season and finishing the regular rounds with 
four wins and two draws - only two wins away 
from a top four spot. The competition threw 
up some outstanding fixtures and memorable 
moments; Easts defeating Royals in Round 4 
retaining the Bob Hitchcock Territory Shield 
and ending Royals 18 match unbeaten run 
with a sensational 25-23 win at Griffith Oval. 
Uni-Norths drawing with Tuggeranong in 
Round 3 at ANU North Oval before defeating 
the eventual John I Dent Cup champions at 
Viking Park in Round 11, 31-28. It was also 
great to see a high number of Brumbies 
contracted players making appearances in the 
local competition throughout the season.

Following the conclusion of the regular rounds, 
Tuggeranong took the Minor Premiership 
while Royals, Uni-Norths and Gungahlin 
rounded out the top four. It came down to 
the final round to determine who would make 
the finals, with Gungahlin claiming fourth spot 
with a better four and against compared to 
Queanbeyan. Momentum played a major part 
in the Eagles surge to the finals and the form 
continued as they knocked out the Owls in 
the Elimination Final. Royals were victorious 
over Tuggeranong in the Qualification 
Final and earnt a week’s rest following that 
encounter. This forced Tuggeranong to take on 
a determined Eagles in the Preliminary Final. 
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In a clinical display, the Eagles wings were clipped setting up an 
epic clash between the two form teams of the competition. In 
the end, Tuggeranong were too good for the 2017 Champions 
29-17. The Doctor Bob Smethills Grand Final Player of the 
Match was awarded to Tuggeranong’s No 10 - Noah Lolesio.

The 2nd Grade competition was all Queanbeyan with the men 
from across the border only losing one game on their way to 
claiming the minor premiership. It was an absorbing final series 
with both Queanbeyan and Tuggeranong battling it out in a ding-
dong affair in the Qualification Final with the Whites coming 
away with the win by a single point 28-27. The Elimination Final 
saw Royals easily account for Uni-Norths 47-5. In a Preliminary 
Final full of tension and excitement, Tuggeranong prevailed 
30-29 over Royals to send them to their six consecutive 2nd 
Grade Grand Final against the Whites. Queanbeyan claiming 
their sixth Spence Cup with their 37-8 win over Tuggeranong. 
Queanbeyan’s No 10 – Josh White receiving the Player of the 
Match honours. In the Colts competition it was Tuggeranong 
being the team to beat with the rest battling it out to see 
who would form positions two to four. Tuggeranong went on 
to post some big scores during the season, winning thirteen 
and drawing one on their way to claim the minor premiership 
and the title. Queanbeyan, Gungahlin and Uni-Norths closed 
out the Top 4. Queanbeyan took the long road to the Grand 
Final following their defeat in the Qualification final against 
Tuggeranong, but redeemed themselves a week later with a 
three point victory over a fired up Gungahlin side looking to 
turn the tables on their opposition following their loss in the 
2017 Colts Grand Final. Gungahlin had reached the Preliminary 
Final with an emphatic 39-12 victory over the Owls the week 
before. However, it was Tuggeranong who were crowned 
victorious on Grand Final day overcoming Queanbeyan 29-12, 
with Tuggeranong centre Billy Carberry being named Player of 
the Match by the referees.

Following feedback from the clubs, 1st Division reverted to a 
15-Round competition for 2018 with the introduction of two 
competition wide byes. Both 1st and 2nd grades saw a number 
of teams put their hands up and make claims for finals football. 
In 1st grade only 13 points separated first from fourth with 
ADFA claiming the minor premiership from Tuggeranong, 
Goulburn and Royals. ADFA were forced into the Preliminary 
Final with their 37-22 loss to Tuggeranong, but battered Royals 
in their encounter 50-22, who had overcome a determined 
Goulburn side the week earlier, to book a rematch with Vikings 
in the Grand Final. In a classic match ADFA held on to defeat 
Tuggeranong 19-17. ADFA No 10, Don Chamberlain was 
awarded the Player of the Match.

It was even closer in 2nd grade with six points separating first 
from fourth with Tuggeranong minor premiers over Royals 
Military College, Queanbeyan and ADFA. ADFA was the first team 
eliminated, comprehensively beaten by a clinical Queanbeyan 
outfit in the Elimination Final, while RMC caused an upset 
defeating the Minor Premiers 29-17 in the Qualification Final 
to earn the week off. The Preliminary Final saw Tuggeranong 
progress to the grand final and a rematch with RMC with a 
narrow 28-24 win over Queanbeyan. Tuggeranong’s win set 
up what would be an intriguing match as RMC’s preparations 
were not ideal with the team on manoeuvres and getting leave 
to play in the grand final before being be bussed out again to 
the bush once the game was over. However, these less than 
ideal preparation seemed to spur the Corp on and they came 
away with a hard fought 24-17 victory over their opponents. 
RMC captain and No.10, Wil Tomasson was named Player of 
the Match.

In the South Coast Monaro 2nd Division Competition, team 
numbers were strong with all 2017 teams retuning to the 
competition. However, with a couple of weeks before the season 
start ADFA, due to an influx of enrolments, entered a team into 
the 2nd Division competition, replacing the bye. This resulted in 
a ten-team home and away competition over 18 Rounds. The 
inclusion of ADFA brought additional colour to a fantastic tribal 
competition and eased the travel burden somewhat for the 
clubs on the fringe of the competition boundaries and enabled 
them to play consistent rugby week in week out. Straight from 
the get go, 2017 Grand Finalists Taralga and Crookwell set the 
pace in the competition, with Taralga eventually declared Minor 
Premiers. Taralga had a near perfect season with 16 wins from 
there 17 games, and their only lose being against their rivals 
Crookwell. Leading into the finals, both Taralga and Crookwell had 
secured the first two spots, while it was a fight between three 
clubs to secure the remaining spots going into the final round. 
Bungendore’s win over a spirted Braidwood had them sweeting 
on the result of the Jindabyne v Yass clash, as a Yass win would 
see them leapfrog Bungendore for forth and potentially into third. 
However, it was not to be for the Rams who fell to the Bushpigs 
31-14 in Jindabyne. This meant the Jindabyne finished third and 
forced them into the Elimination Final against Bungendore, while 
Taralga and Crookwell fought it out to determine who would get 
the week off. Ultimately Bungendore prevailed over Jindabyne 
34-24 and backed it up the following week by eliminating the 
2017 Champions Crookwell 21-19 in the preliminary final. It was a 
disappointing end for the Dogs who lost both finals by two points. 
Bungendore’s win set up a showdown with Taralga and despite 
scoring three tries to nil, the Mudchooks were unable to overcome 
the discipline of the Tigers who kicked six penalties, thanks to the 
boot of their No 10 Joel Croker to take the decider 18-17. Despite 
Joel’s efforts, the match day referees deemed Taralga No 9 – BJ 
Thomas, worthy of the Man of the Match honours.

The Women’s Competition was essentially a two-team race out of 
the five clubs competing. Tuggeranong stamped their authority 
on the competition early racking up some big scores against 
their opposition, while Uni-Norths emerged as the team that 
would challenge the Vikings dominance. Three-peat Premiership 
winning team Royals, despite some change of personal, showed 
glimpses of their past glory, while both Gungahlin and ADFA 
battled hard through the season when struck by injury and 
military commitments. Finals spots saw Tuggeranong minor 
premiers with Uni-Norths, Royals and Gungahlin securing up the 
other spots. Tuggeranong, who contributed the bulk of players to 
the Brumbies Super W campaign showed their dominance with 
an unbeaten season with 12 wins and easily accounting for Uni-
Norths in both the qualification final (38-5) and the grand final 
(32-8). Tuggeranong No 8, Tayla Stanford who scored two tries 
was awarded the Player of the match.

On behalf of the Union, I would like to take this opportunity 
to thank all clubs, players, coaches and volunteers for your 
assistance in what has been a thoroughly enjoyable club rugby 
season. Thanks also to the Community Rugby Committee for their 
input and direction. I would particularly like to acknowledge the 
efforts and voluntary contribution of the ACTRU Judiciary and 
thank the ACT Rugby Referees Association for their officiating of 
club rugby games through season. 

Mat Vowles
Competitions and Rugby 

Services Manager
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Team - 1st W L D Df BP Pts
Tuggeranong 10 3 1 233 13 67

Royals 10 4 0 133 8 60

Uni-Norths 7 6 1 4 8 50

Gungahlin 6 8 0 3 12 48

Queanbeyan 6 7 1 -49 10 48

Easts 4 8 2 -152 9 41

Wests 3 10 1 -172 8 34

Team - 2nd W L D Df BP Pts
Queanbeyan 13 1 0 224 10 74

Tuggeranong 10 4 0 233 12 64

Royals 8 6 0 144 12 56

Uni-Norths 8 6 0 74 8 52

Gungahlin 6 8 0 -71 9 45

Wests 3 11 0 -275 6 30

Easts 1 13 0 -329 4 20

Team - Colts W L D Df BP Pts
Tuggeranong 13 0 1 421 11 77

Queanbeyan 9 4 1 234 11 61

Gungahlin 9 5 0 139 9 57

Uni-Norths 5 9 0 -93 12 44

Royals 6 8 0 -80 7 43

Easts 5 9 0 -178 4 36

Wests 1 13 0 -443 4 20

Team W L D Df BP Pts
Taralga 17 1 0 436 14 85

Crookwell 15 3 0 369 16 77

Jindabyne 13 5 0 602 12 64

Bungendore 11 7 0 313 16 60

Yass 10 8 0 123 14 55

Batemans Bay 7 10 0 -86 12 40

Boorowa 6 12 0 -78 16 40

Gungahlin 6 10 1 -78 5 31

Braidwood 0 14 1 -484 3 13

ADFA 0 17 0 -827 0 0

PREMIER DIVISION COMPETITION

SOUTH COAST MONARO - 2ND DIVISION

FINAL
SCORE

GRIFFIN LEGAL 
JOHN I DENT CUP

Royals 17 Tuggeranong 29 

SECOND GRADE 
GRAND FINAL

Queanbeyan 37 Tuggeranong 8 

WOMEN’S GRAND FINAL
Tuggeranong 32 Uni-Norths 8 

COLTS GRAND FINAL
Tuggeranong 29 Queanbeyan 12

FIRST DIVISION SECOND 
GRADE GRAND FINAL
RMC 24 Tuggeranong 17

FIRST DIVISION FIRST GRADE 
GRAND FINAL
Tuggeranong 17 ADFA 19

SOUTH COAST MONARO 
SECOND DIVISION
Taralga 18 Bungendore 17 

GRAND FINAL RESULTS
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Team W L D Df BP Pts
Tuggeranong 12 0 0 683 9 69

Uni-Norths 8 4 0 211 9 55

Royals 7 5 0 -71 6 46

Gungahlin 3 9 0 -308 5 29

ADFA 0 12 0 -515 0 12

Team - 1st W L D Df BP Pts
ADFA 13 1 1 336 15 69

Tuggeranong 11 2 2 400 14 62

Goulburn 11 3 1 228 10 56

Royals 11 3 1 227 10 56

Hall 11 4 0 188 10 54

Queanbeyan 9 6 0 44 11 47

Young 5 9 1 -112 11 33

Gungahlin 5 10 0 41 10 30

Easts/RMC 3 11 1 -271 7 21

Uni-Norths 3 11 1 -311 1 15

Cooma 2 13 0 -356 6 14

Wests 2 13 0 -414 5 13

Team - 2nd W L D Df BP Pts
Tuggeranong 11 3 0 263 13 62

RMC 11 3 0 303 12 60

Queanbeyan 9 4 0 161 14 58

ADFA 10 3 0 29 8 56

Gungahlin 9 4 0 192 12 56

Wests 7 7 0 22 12 45

Royals 7 6 1 47 10 44

Goulburn 3 10 0 -100 9 29

Uni-Norths 3 10 1 -187 4 22

Cooma 2 12 0 -344 2 14

Hall 2 12 0 -386 1 13

WOMEN’S DIVISION

1ST DIVISION COMPETITION
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2018 has been a successful season for 
Junior and Senior clubs with strong 
numbers across the board. The Wagga 
Waratahs had a fantastic season 
as a club successfully winning 1st 
grade, 2nd grade and 3rd grade. CSU 
Reddies were successful in winning 
the Women’s comp. Our Juniors saw 
Premierships for many clubs including 
Cootamundra, Griffith, Leeton, Tumut, 
West Wyalong and Young.

As voted on, the Minor Premiers 
hosted the Grand Final which was 
held at Conolly Rugby Complex in 
blustery conditions, The SIRU Seniors 
Representative team again was 
successful in winning the Brumbies 
Provincial Tournament that was held 
in Wagga. A large number of players 
from SIRU team were then selected in 
the Brumbies Provincial team which 
played NSW Country Cockatoos.

Our Junior rep teams played trials 
against Central West and ACT Juniors. 
This year our three teams competed 
at the State Championships on the 
June Long Weekend coming away with 
encouraging results and an enjoyable 
weekend. 

This year we have welcomed on board 

our new Competitions & Rugby Services 
Manager, Jack Heffernan. Jack has already 
made his mark and I wish him the best 
with his endeavours. Zac Elliott joined us 
last year and has continued promoting 
the game with school and club visits in 
both seniors and juniors. I would also 
like to thank Craig Leseberg at Brumbies 
Rugby who has continued providing SIRU 
with advice and assistance.

Meanwhile, the season has been very 
difficult for our referees. Without them 
we don’t have a competition. I would like 
to thank all those who raised their hand 
to referee this year and hoping that an 
increase in numbers will occur for 2019. 
I would like to thank each and every 
person who is involved with the game 
in SIRU. We have a fantastic group of 
people all of which love the game.

As this will be my last report as President 
of SIRU, after being on the Board for 12 
years I would like to take the opportunity 
in wishing the new President and the 
Board all the best. I have thoroughly 
enjoyed my time. I now look forward to 
playing some golf, skiing and attending 
the local games as simply a spectator. 
Thank you all over the years for your 
support and I wish you all the best.

Dave Adamson, President
Southern Inland Rugby Union
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from the coast
south coast rugby union

South Coast Rugby Union AGM 
commenced with a good attendance 
from all Clubs but despite plenty of 
opinions and suggestions no-one put 
their hand up to replace positions 
or take on change – which was 
disappointing and disruptive to our 
small Zone. As a result, the existing 
executive was re-elected – Peter Ryan 
(President), Paddy Penton (Secretary) 
and Ian Thompson (Treasurer).

On a more positive note, our new 
Constitution was accepted as per the 
draft presented. At a later Special 
General Meeting several amendments 
were adopted and South Coast Rugby 
Zone Inc. now has a more appropriate 
and modern Constitution.

Season 2018 had only two Senior 
Clubs and three Junior Clubs with 
active weekly teams - Braidwood and 
Batemans Bay entered teams in the 
South Coast Monaro competition and 
Braidwood, Batemans Bay and Broulee 
all had teams participate in the ACTJRU 
competitions at various age groups.

The South Coast “Marlins” 
representative team again performed 
strongly with selections from Batemans 
Bay, Braidwood and Bungendore. A 
narrow loss to Monaro still had a big 
number of players selected into the 
combined South Coast Monaro team 

that tested Southern Inland. Two players 
– James Bell and Jim Roberts advanced to 
the Brumbies Provincial team and both 
performed strongly. Congratulations to 
James Bell being named South Coast 
Representative player of the Year 2018.

Brumbies Rugby continues to provide 
good support to our Zone at both Senior 
and Junior level and this is greatly 
appreciated – thank you.

Moving forward into 2019 the Zone 
now needs a collective agreeable way 
forward to allow existing teams to grow 
at both senior and junior level in addition 
to creating opportunities for new Clubs 
to form or prior Clubs to re-form. In my 
opinion we need a new short term and 
long term Strategic Plan, consideration to 
a local South Coast Juniors competition 
(perhaps U/10’s), possible Youth girls 
and Ladies competitions in addition 
to the opportunity for senior men’s 
Clubs to play either South Coast and/
or South Coast Monaro competitions. 
All this can only be achieved with good 
representation from as many Clubs 
and towns as possible with idea’s and 
contribution from as many persons as 
we can muster with Rugby blood running 
through their veins.

Peter Ryan, President 
South Coast Rugby Union Inc.
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The 2018 Brumbies Provincial season 
saw myself continuing as Head Coach, 
Ian Filmer as Manager and Vic Amsteins 
as Assistant Coach. Expectations were 
high due to the outcomes achieved 
from 2017 with the combined SCM 
team developing quickly that had them 
compete against SIRU. Recruitment 
started with Ian contacting the 
committed players from last year 
and communication sent out to clubs 
by Dan Hooper of the Brumbies. 
Unfortunately, most communications 
to clubs were not passed onto players, 
with numerous players that were 
contacted not knowing about training 
or dates from their respective clubs. 
Our contact of Matt Todd through ADFA 
was this year’s biggest contributor to 
the program with most of the Monaro 
team from that club. Our training 
sessions were difficult due to the lack 
of numbers and commitment, with 
injured players not communicating 
their availability leading to another 
year scrambling to get players.

There was a fantastic win by the 
Monaro players against South Coast 
at Bungendore with the Combined 
team selected to play SIRU dominated 
by Monaro. With continuity of the 
returned players it allowed general play 
to flow with a host of opportunities 
created out wide. The players feedback 
was that they were happy with the 
rotation and time provided on the 
field to gain selection in the Combined 
team. Again, commitment shown from 

returning players and the positive nature 
of the new players is what is currently 
rebuilding Monaro rugby.

The combined South Coast Monaro team 
looked stronger as a squad from 2017, 
with a host of well drilled and skilled 
players that have played mid-to-top 
level rugby in the past. Unfortunately, 
numerous players withdrew over the 
week leading into the contest in Wagga, 
with players having to fill-in on matchday. 
An amazing game saw a tight contest 
with only a 15-minute plateau before and 
after half time that allowed SIRU to get, 
and stay, ahead. The structure and high 
intensity of the game made for exciting 
rugby with the crowd well entertained. 
A SIRU win was not lost amongst the 
SCM. Feedback was excellent with Matt 
Todd and the coaching staff driving the 
culture forward for years to come, with 
players excited to continue next year. The 
greatest achievement of the program did 
not come from the field with two things 
standing out. Firstly, the newly reformed 
SCM juniors program had numerous 
kids wearing their jerseys with pride to 
support the seniors games, with a much 
larger crowd also in attendance leading 
to secondly, a culture of rugby slowly 
creeping back, that seemed to be lost 
last year.

Michael Nicoletti, Head Coach 
Monaro & South Coast Monaro
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for the record
combined south coast monaro rep program

At the completion of the 
South Coast versus Monaro 
representative game held at 
Bungendore this year, a squad was 
selected to contest the Brumbies 
Provincial Championship on 
the June Long Weekend against 
Southern Inland Rugby (SIRU). 
2018 was the second year for the 
revised format, and with Monaro 
putting together a much stronger 
team this year, the combined 
South Coast Monaro (SCM) 
Representative team selected was 
a much stronger combination in 
2018 and provided a much better 
platform for selection into the 
Brumbies Provincial team. In an 
exciting development for Country 
Representative rugby, the match 
was live streamed from Conolly 
Park in Wagga Wagga. The squad 
again had limited time to prepare 
for the traditionally strong SIRU 
team but came together well and 
tested Southern Inland to the end, 
SIRU only pulling away late in the 
match to win by 41-17 following 
the injection of some powerful 
bench players.

South Coast Monaro started well, 
repelling a number of early SIRU 
raids on their line, and it wasn’t 
until 20 minutes into the game 
that SIRU were finally able to 
breach the SCM line. Eventually 
SCM were able to challenge SIRU 
with some of their own strong 
interplay, and with the backrow 
generating turnovers, the backs 
were able to score to tie the game 
up at 7-7. Eventually SIRUs class 
in the backline took its toll with 
the centres prominent, but SCM 
brought some physicality in the 
tight 5 that continually challenged 
SIRUs speed of ruck ball. With 
the match close right up until the 
70th minute, SIRU were able to 
score the last 2 tries to pull away, 

the final scoreline of 41-17 was not 
a true reflection of how competitive 
the SCM side was this year. 

Commitment from players to the 
South Coast and Monaro programs 
improved this year, but is still a 
challenge to get the best players from 
our clubs to be available for these 
important Representative fixtures. 
Thanks goes to Head Coach Michael 
Nicoletti (Monaro), Vic Amsteins 
(Monaro) and Ian Filmer (Monaro) 
for their time and perseverance in 
getting a competitive unit together. 
The much-improved effort this year 
was evident at the selection table 
with 10 SCM players selected in the 
initial 23-man squad for the Brumbies 
Provincial team (up from 7 in 2017).

Daniel Hooper
Brumbies Academy Head Coach

NAME ZONE CLUB
James Bell South Coast Batemans Bay
Alan Bretherton Monaro ADFA
Tremayne Chatfield South Coast Batemans Bay
Alex Cronan Monaro ADFA
Lorens De Beer South Coast Bungendore
Ben Drummond Monaro ADFA
Nick Filla Monaro ADFA
Andy Goslett South Coast Bungendore
Tom Griffiths Monaro ADFA
Jonte Heirsfield Monaro ADFA
Jack Kearns Monaro ADFA
Ash Kenny South Coast Bungendore
Callum Marr Monaro ADFA
Mark Poplin Monaro Booroowa
Chris Prail South Coast Bungendore
Steve Prail South Coast Bungendore
James Roberts South Coast Batemans Bay
Angus Robinson Monaro ADFA
James Robinson Monaro ADFA
John Steele South Coast Bungendore
Simon Tagaloa Monaro ADFA
Matt Todd Monaro ADFA
Hagan Williams Monaro Young Yabbies

SQUAD
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The ACT Veterans kicked off their 
24th season on 18th February with 
our annual Clare Holland House Cup 
game in memory of our good mate 
Tony Ryan. Thanks to the generous and 
ongoing support of Molonglo Financial 
Services (Bendigo Community Bank 
– Calwell, Curtin, Jerrabomberra and 
Wanniassa) we were able to donate 
some $2,800 to Clare Holland House.  
We also welcomed Steve ’Bernie’ 
Larkham back to the Vets for his annual 
run around, and Bernie was awarded 
the Genlec Player of the Day award for 
his efforts. 
Our next game on 4th March was our 
Ladies Day fixture where we thanked 
our wives and partners by turning 
on a great day of running rugby and 
supplying them with an endless round 
of food and drink.    

A fortnight later, we took on the might 
of the RAAF with our annual Vets Vs 
RAAF Mirages charity fixture. This 
time we played at ADFA and we thank 
Telstra/Arrow for their support and the 
RAAF rugby players who can from near 
and far to support the fixture. Through 
Telstra/Arrow, we continue to support 
the 2018 Sydney Invictus Games. Next 
match was the Fool’s Day Festival, 
where representatives from 10-12 
sides from the city (Sydney), the bush 
and the coast joined us for a day of 

friendship, fraternity and beer. The rugby 
was great, with the Cosgrove Shield for 
Sportsmanship won by our friends the 
BlueVeins from Bega. It was fantastic to 
see them represented so soon after the 
bushfire tragedies only days before.  
We followed up the early season rush 
with a couple of our intra club games and 
then took on the Australian Command 
and Staff College (ACSC) for the Chief’s 
Cup. This was our first night game of the 
season which added to the atmosphere. 
The local charity supported from 
this game was the Canberra Hospital 
Foundation. They benefited from us 
putting our bodies on the line and we 
thank Reuse-Recycle IT for their support 
of this fixture. 
 
Following our annual game against the 
Box Hill Unquenchables in Melbourne, 
we took on the Navy Old Salts at 
Canberra Stadium as the curtain raiser 
to the Brumbies. We thank the Brumbies 
for their ongoing support of the fixture 
and Paladin Risk Management Services 
for sponsoring the game and allowing 
us to give away some cash to Legacy and 
the Canberra Hospital Foundation. The 
next team on our list was the Hall Bushed 
Rangers and we travelled to the ever-
delightful Hall Showground to take them 
on. More fun, more money for charity. 
The charity for this event was Integra 
Service Dogs. In July, the Vets travelled to 
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Victoria Barracks Sydney to play our new mates 
from the Newport Nasties, and then went on to 
support the Brumbies in the final Super Rugby 
match against the Waratahs. We came home to 
play a couple more intra-club games and the we 
took on the challenge of playing with our kids in 
the annual ‘Fathers and Related Offspring’ game. 
The kids’ skills were a delight to see, the less said 
about our skills probably the better.

A weekend of touch football against the 
Lilywhites from Sydney was just what we 
needed as preparation for our game against the 
Royal Australian Signals Old Boys for the ASG 
Group Cup. Once again, the Canberra Hospital 
Foundation were the beneficiaries and we were 
all very happy with a nine-all score line, especially 
after such a physical game. Springtime brought 
daylight savings and the opportunity for another 
of our ‘Twilight Rugby’ fixtures. This time we 
took on the ‘Pride of the Fleet’ HMAS Canberra 
III and welcomed Ben Alexander from the Dock 
Kingston in his role as sponsor of the Dock Charity 
Trophies (and interested spectator) and Bruce 
Henry from Xact Project Management as sponsor 
of the Heart Foundation Cup. The Canberra 
Hospital Foundation and the Heart Foundation 
representatives were on hand to receive the 
cheques and after three torrid halves of rugby 
we all retired to the Dock to rehydrate, and in the 
Vets case lose the boat race. 
We travelled to Tathra 27th October, and from 
there we are due to head up to the Gold Coast for 
the Pan Pacific Masters Games. In between, we 
will take on the staff and students from RMC for 
the Commandant’s Cup and Paladin Cup, and once 
again give money away to Menslink and Legacy.

We are truly living the dream and our motto, 
‘When Too Much Rugby Is Never Enough’.
We would like thank all of our sponsors for their 
continued support, without it we would not be in 
a position to have supported our local charities 
for the last 24 years. They include Paladin Risk 
Management Services (Major Sponsor); Genlec; 
Crestron; Xact Project Consultants; The Dock; 
Molonglo Financial Services (Bendigo Community 
Bank – Calwell, Curtin, Jerrabomberra and 
Wanniassa);Telstra/Arrow; Reuse Recycle IT; 
Michael Thompson Photography; DHL; ASG 
Group; Mercure Canberra (Olims Hotel); Steve 
and Ruth Lambert; Sadil Quinlan Real Estate; and 
Trophylink. Our Pan Pac’s team sponsors were 
3mpoweryou; Canberra Communications; Xact 

Project Consultants; Elysium; Tzantza; and Supersmile 
Orthodontists.

Once again, we (through the support of Xact Project 
Consultants), continued our support of the ACTJRU 
by donating the George Gregan Cup for the winner of 
the U/18’s GF, and attached to the Cup is the richest 
prize money on offer in any junior competition.  We 
would like to thank our supporters Brumbies Rugby; 
Royal Military College of Australia; and our Auditor, 
Mr Peter Mellor. We look forward to the 2019 season 
when we celebrate 25 years of old blokes rugby in 
the ACT.

Rod Eade 
President ACT Veteran’s Rugby

We would like to acknowledge our patrons and thank 
them for their ongoing support and commitment to 

the ACT Veterans community. 

PATRONS 
Patron-in-Chief: 

His Excellency General the Honourable Sir Peter 
Cosgrove, AK, MC (Retd), Governor General of the 

Commonwealth of Australia

Supporter: 
His Excellency General The Honourable

 David Hurley AC, DSC (Retd)

Patron: 
Air Chief Marshal Sir Allan Grant “Angus” Houston, 

AK, AFC (Retd)

Patron: 
Vice Admiral R. Griggs AO CSC RAN VCDF (Retd)
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The 2018 Brumbies Provincial team were 
defeated by the NSW Country Cockatoos 34-
24 at Camden Rugby Club in NSW on Sunday 
17 June 2018. This was a much-improved 
effort compared to Provincials last away trip 
to NSW Country two years ago where the 
side was well beaten. NSW Country took 
an early lead through a converted try and 
a penalty goal, but with a strong wind at 
their back were guilty of some poor kicking. 
This combined with some strong physical 
defence from the Provincial side, especially 
in the midfield with Noa Rabici and Joe 
Glamuzina to the fore, meant Provincial 
limited the score to 10-0 at halftime.

Turning around with a good breeze at their 
back gave Provincial every confidence that 
they could threaten the Cockatoos in the 
second half. Things didn’t go to plan early, 
with NSW jumping on a Provincial mistake 
to race out to a 17-0 lead early, but it was 
provincial who struck next, immediately 
dragging the game back to a 10-point 
margin following a score and an excellent 
conversion to pull the score back to 17-7. 
NSW scored again from a long-range effort, 
but then Provincial scored the try of the 
match, following some good interplay from 
the forwards the ball was shifted wide to 
winger Mark Poplin who proceeded to blitz 
past the NSW defence scoring an excellent 
try which started in Provincials own half. The 
conversion was missed but Provincial were 
back in it trailing 12-22.

With 20 minutes to go the teams went try 
for try, and Provincial managed to score 
with the final play of the game to bring the 
final score to 34-24 meaning the second 
half finished in a 24-24 tie. Boorowa’s 
Mark Poplin stood out in the backs having 
a fine game, whilst the backrow performed 
strongly throughout. The halves also worked 
hard despite receiving scrappy set piece 
ball and Cam Duffy was to the fore when 

given space and opportunity. The reserves for 
Provincial also made a strong impact, none 
more so than young 18-year-old Jack Kearns 
who was a part of the 2017 ACT Schoolboys 
who won the national Schools Championships, 
and was required early on due to an injury 
to experienced captain Matt Todd. Jonte 
Heirsfield also added spark to the backline 
coming in off the bench. This was an excellent 
effort for our Provincial side selected from 
three Sub-Unions compared to NSW Country 
selecting from nine Sub-Unions and far greater 
numbers. Credit must be paid to Richard 
Skellern and his management team for pulling 
the team together so quickly and performing 
well against a traditional powerhouse of 
Representative rugby.

RESULT
Brumbies Provincial (0) 24 defeated by NSW 
Country Cockatoos (10) 34

2018 BRUMBIES PROVINCIAL TEAM 
1. Jack McIntosh (SIRU), 2. James Bell (South 
Coast), 3. James Roberts (South Coast), 4. Austin 
Wallace (SIRU), 5. Ash Kenny (South Coast), 6. 
Matt Todd (c) (Monaro), 7. Mike Van Diggelen 
(SIRU), 8. Menzies Seumanutafa (SIRU), 9. 
Gerard McTaggart (SIRU), 10. Cameron Duffy 
(SIRU), 11. Mark Poplin (Monaro), 12. Noa 
Rabici (SIRU), 13. Joe Glamuzina (SIRU), 14. 
Corey Toole (SIRU), 15. Blake Le Cornu (SIRU), 
16. Apimeleki Kaloudonu (SIRU), 17. Tom 
Griffiths (Monaro), 18. Sai Ratudradra (SIRU), 
19. Callum Marr (Monaro), 20. Jack Kearns 
(Monaro), 21. Vereti Tupou (SIRU), 22. Jonte 
Heirsfield (Monaro), 23. Vaughn Scott (SIRU)

Head Coach: Richard Skellern (SIRU)
Assistant Coach: Nick McCarthy (SIRU)
Team Manager: Jonathan Andreou (SIRU)
Trainer: Joseph Humphries (ACT)

Daniel Hooper
Academy Head Coach 

(and Coach Education Manager)
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SECTION FOUR:

OFF THE FIELD
COMMERCIALLY SPEAKING | IN THE COMMUNITY | EDUCATING RUGBY | DEVELOPING 

TOMORROW’S STARS | PATHWAY TO THE TOP | BLOWING THE WHISTLE 
| THE SIN-BIN | CULTURAL AWARENESS
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CORPORATE HOSPITALITY
Season 2018 saw solid growth in 
corporate hospitality numbers. We ran 
a concise program of offerings including 
the traditional open corporate boxes 
and corporate suites which continue 
to be a popular option for our clients 
who want to entertain guests in a more 
private environment. The Rugby Lounge 
was a new product offered this season 
and proved to be a real success. With 
inclusions such as an inclusive food 
and beverage package, MC with guest 
speakers and platinum match seating we 
averaged over 200 guests at each home 
game. During the season we introduced 
a live musician to perform and this 
added to the already lively atmosphere. 
Some of our guest speakers included, 
Michael Cheika, Stephen Larkham, 
Steven Moore and David Pocock. One of 
the key features of the rugby lounge was 
the networking opportunities it offered. 
The new dynamic pricing system worked 
well and helped boost box and suite sales 
for the lower drawing games. We will 
continue with this in 2019. The Brumbies 
continue to evolve our product offering 
as consumer preferences shift. For 2019 
we will introduce a new product “The 
Champagne Bar” which will reflect the 
markets desire for a more premium 
entertaining option.

SPONSORSHIP
2018 brought in a year of growth 
and challenge for Brumbies Rugby 
sponsorships. The portfolio of partners 
was expanded by ten, with newcomers 
including Bendigo Bank, ActewAGL, 
Harvey Norman Commercial, The 
Architecture Practice and O’Neills. 
Brumbies Rugby has also maintained all 
major sponsors such as Plus500, Land 
Rover, SG Fleet and the University of 
Canberra for the 2019 season. There has 
been a strong number of renewals made 
in recent months with partners such as 
TAB and Konica Minolta staying on board 
for next year. The 2018 season also 
brought great value for the Brumbies 
Rugby Sponsors. Nielsen Sports reported 
that Brumbies had the most visible 
jersey out of all Australian teams with 
an estimated QI value of $2.3m. The 

back of jersey logo placement value also 
grew by 14% despite one less game than 
in 2017. Internet exposure remained our 
most dominant media platform, delivering 
over $6m worth of QI value spread across 
sponsors for 2018. Round 11 against the 
Crusaders proved to be our most valuable 
match for sponsors, bringing in more 
asset exposure for partners than any 
other home game. 2019 is already looking 
extremely positive, with the hard work 
being done reflected in the high number of 
renewals and reception of new business. 
The sponsorship team will continue to 
maintain strong relationships, add value 
for its current sponsors in the 2019 season 
and expand its partner portfolio even 
further in the coming year. 

MERCHANDISE
In 2018 we introduced an Indigenous 
design shirt for the first time in Brumbies 
history as part of our Reconciliation Action 
Plan (RAP). The strong design, painted 
by our Indigenous players, made this the 
most popular garment in the 2018 on-field 
range. So popular in fact that we ordered 
an extra production run which sold out. 
We will have another Indigenous designed, 
Captains Run/warm up shirt for the 2019 
season based on the original painting by 
the players. For the playing strip, we went 
back to our traditional orange, which 
generated a lot of positive feedback from 
fans, we will look to provide continuity 
for our home jersey a it’s the Brumbies 
most recognizable product and reflects 
our identity. 2018 was also the last season 
of the 5-year contract with Classic as our 
official apparel partner as we transition 
to our new apparel partner O’Neills. To 
reduce the risk of obsolete stock at the end 
of the contract, the initial order for on-field 
gear was lower than normal. To manage 
stock levels better, top-up orders were 
smaller and placed at a more regular basis, 
which resulted in the lowest dollar value 
stock write off in a very long time. A wider 
supporter’s range was also introduced 
for the first time. This was done with 
Melbourne based supplier PlayCorp. We 
will continue to develop a lifestyle range 
that will appeal to a broader ordinance 
and boost revenue. In 2017 we began a 
tender process for a new apparel partner. 
After carefully weighing up all the options, 
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it was decided to partner with Irish company O’Neills. 
Various aspects in their company set up (low minimum 
order quantities, short lead times, quality gear, and a better 
price point) make O’Neills the perfect partner for Brumbies 
moving forward, with hopefully plenty of positives to tell in 
next year’s annual report about this new partnership. Total 
merchandise sales were $340K+ for the season.  

MEMBERSHIP & TICKETING
Brumbies Membership stabilized in 2018 after some 
challenging years for the Super Rugby competition. The 
Brumbies season ticket holders decreased slightly while 
overall membership increased to 12.868 up 11% from 
2017. This increase shows great potential for the future 
as the 2018 fixture contained multiple clashes with local 
events, public holidays and school holidays. In 2018 
registered player memberships were allocated based on the 
previous year’s participation, allowing participants to have 
their memberships prior to Christmas and have access to 
Brumbies games from the first game of the season. For the 
2019 season, The Brumbies along with the Australian Super 
Rugby teams have transitioned to the Archtics membership 
software supplied by Ticketmaster. The software provides the 
membership team with greater access and flexibility when 
selling memberships as well as giving members more choice 
of payment options for not additional cost. Members can now 
elect to collect their membership merchandise decreasing 
the costs of their membership. The membership renewal 
campaign has started strongly with an overwhelmingly 
positive response up until the end of October meaning 
memberships are on track to achieve budget. We also can 
look forward to the availability of the auto-renewal program 
in the new database for the 2020 season. Membership add-
ons which include a blanket, scarf and coffee cup pack have 
proven very popular with more than double the number 
sold compared to 2017 membership add-ons. 2018 also saw 
strong interest with women’s rugby with 2,000 members 
and supporters watching the inaugural Super W Brumbies 
team in double-headers at GIO Stadium. Our goal of making 
Super Rugby more accessible, as set out in last year’s annual 
report, now has a strong springboard to achieve growth in 
both memberships and match attendance as well as build on 
our strong footprint within the regional community.

MARKETING 
The major membership ATL campaign took place mid-
February through to mid-March and incorporated TV, radio, 
print, and digital plus was supported by social and EDM. Key 
messages:  A Plus500 Brumbies membership offers you better 
value in 2018 with more home games and reduced prices.  
We are not the Plus500 Brumbies without you. Throughout 
the season advertising spend was split evenly to promote 
each home game, across the different media platforms 
and paid social ads.   2018 saw the introduction of Super 
W and the Brumbies Women, who played their first home 
game as the pre-game for the Brumbies v Sharks game. Key 
promotions of the season were the Canberra Raiders joint 
promotion, and the Super W $5 Early Bird Offer. To enhance 
game day experience new concepts were introduced 
including half time entertainment ‘Beat a Brumby’, the 

utilisation of non-playing players in the concourse pre-
match, and live music in the precinct. Extended advertising 
to regional areas for key games through sponsored social 
media posts and regional radio.  Through the season 
worked with key partners Visit Canberra and the Riot Act 
to develop specific content pieces, as well as promoting 
through Vikings Group and UC.  Key themes for the season 
included Reds (Celebrating women in rugby), Jaguares 
(Sunday Funday), Crusaders (Military), Rebels (Vodafone 
Club Round), Sunwolves (15 for 15 campaign), 
Hurricanes (Members Round + Invictus Games).

MEDIA
The Brumbies held over fifty Official Media Conferences 
throughout the season (January 2018-August 2018) with 
further media conferences held throughout the Griffin 
Legal John I Dent Cup Season. In addition, we ran media 
conferences around the short Super W season previewing 
games and raising the profile of our Super W players. In 
the main the Conferences were held at Brumbies HQ in 
the club shop although others took place at GIO Stadium, 
Opposition Venues, Canberra Airport and other locations. 
Our players, of which all were utilised at one point or 
another, featured in a myriad of publications and on TV 
with the main players in Canberra, The Canberra Times, 
WIN TV, ABC TV & Radio, Nine Entertainment and AAP 
attending nearly all media opportunities. Regular post-
match media conferences at venues were well attended 
also.  Our social media numbers once again increased on 
our previous numbers over the course of the 2018 season 
with figures as of end October 2018 standing as follows: 

Current Figures (as of 22/10/2018) 
Facebook – 160,500
Twitter – 53,200
Instagram – 55,743 

We also created a brand-new Griffin Legal John I Dent Cup 
Facebook page to help promote the local competition 
and expect this to grow in forthcoming years. With a 
new media presence with BarTV Sports taking over our 
streaming of matches, three Facebook pages which can be 
utilised for showing live matches (the ACT & SNSW page 
is the other), and a revamped Stampede Club Publication, 
we are confident our promotion of club rugby is growing. 
The Brumbies matchday publications, Breakdown and 
Stampede, the Official Yearbook, were also updated 
and are arguably the best in Super Rugby.  Once again, 
we produced eight episodes of Brumbies TV ‘in-house’ 
throughout the 2018 season but will be revisiting the 
concept for the 2019 season as consumption of social 
media videos changes. With a thorough media plan being 
put in place for 2019, with some new ideas around how to 
capitalise on our large social media presence, we anticipate 
another excellent year on the media front.

Tom Fallaw, GM Commercial Operations
Megan Malcolm, Marketing & Media Manager
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The 2018 season saw a total of 2,711 
senior and 3,936 junior rugby players 
participate in our organised rugby 
competitions throughout the ACT & 
Southern NSW, denoting an increase 
of 7.2% to 6.647 registered players 
(the 2017 figure was 6,197) combined 
across junior and senior regular XV’s 
competition numbers. This data does 
not include the continuing growth 
in our Touch 7’s programs with an 
additional 1,474 participants (up from 
813 participants in 2017) registered for 
club-based competitions this season at 
the time of this report. This forms part 
of a specific and important focus on 
participation growth in this non-contact 
version of the game. These competitions 
are crucial to promoting Touch 7’s as a 
compelling alternative to 15’s and 7’s 
rugby (and other sports).

Final junior registered player numbers in 
our region are;
- Junior Rugby; 3,936 registered 
players (total numbers in 2017 were 
3,820) 

PARTICIPATION PROGRAMS
There is a sustained focus on driving 
‘Get into Rugby’ in our primary schools 
which saw an additional 6,808 students 
(up from 5,193 students in 2017) 
connecting with rugby over successive 
weeks. A continued strategy to offer this 
more unique and captivating program, 
rather than one-off promotional 
experiences, has resulted in a vastly 
more positive experience for students 
involving multiple sessions. The decline 
in promotional activity is a result of 
the cessation of ‘Brumby Jack Attack’ 
to focus on other more effective 
recruitment and retention programs. 
From 2019 we will commence the ‘Get 

Final senior registered player numbers in 
our region are;
- Senior Rugby 2,711 registered 
players (total numbers in 2017 were 2,377)

Positively the data continues to oppose the 
national trend of declining participation 
numbers where traditional sport faces 
enormous pressure surrounding the 
rise in popularity of lifestyle, adventure 
and alternative sports among young 
Australians. This is in large part due to a 
continued focus on delivering our new 
recruitment programs to attract new 
participants across each variant of the 
game.

The table below illustrates that our senior 
XV’s competition player numbers across 
the ACT&SNSW region have increased by 
334 players (14.05%) while our junior XV’s 
competition player numbers increased by 
116 players (3.03%). Junior rugby team 
numbers are 282 indicating an increase of 
7 teams across the region. 

Please note: Schools data above denotes Rugby Development Officer activity in schools across the ACT&SNSW. Club/
Community is reflective of all junior and senior competitions in the region across the variants of XV’s, 7’s and Touch 7’s. 
Promotional Activity captures one-off promotional experiences.

CLUB/COMMUNITY SCHOOLS
ACTSNSW XVs 

Juniors
XVs 

Seniors
7s Touch 

7s
Get 
into 

Rugby

7s Touch 
7s

Promotional 
Activity

2018 
ACTUALS

3,936 2,711 3,708 1,474 6,808 3,984 1090 11,661

2017 
ACTUALS

3,820 2,377 2,988 813 5,193 3,105 780 16,275

% GROWTH 3.03% 14.05% 24.09% 81.30% 31.09% 28.30% 39.74 -28.35%

TOTAL ACT & SOUTHERN NSW PARTICIPATION NUMBERS 

into Rugby’ Club program in partnership 
with Rugby Australia as we look to create 
vital linkages to our Junior Clubs and 
continue to drive participation growth in 
Canberra and regional NSW. 

JUNIOR COMPETITIONS
The total number of junior players 
participating in the region increased by 
3.03% (116 players) and 8 teams in 2018. 
The Girls 10’s continues to flourish with 
242 (up from 170) participants across girls 
U14/U15 & U16/U17 for a 42% increase. 
The Southern Inland Junior Rugby Union 
(SIJRU) competition also saw an increase 
in player numbers of 47 in 2018. The 
Touch 7’s competition engrained in the 
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junior competition also increased from 208 registered 
players to 279 demonstrating the genuine opportunity 
for growth in this non-contact variant of rugby. While the 
South Coast Junior Clubs experienced a small reduction 
in numbers from 118 to 110. 

SENIOR COMPETITIONS
In 2018 the number of senior registered players (male 
& female) participating in the ACT & Southern NSW 
increased by 334 or 14.05% and 1 team for a total of 91 
senior teams across the region.

The ACT Premier Division competition saw seven (7) 
Premier Club’s fielding teams in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th 
grade and Colts for the duration of the season. RMC 
continued to partner with Easts to ensure a 4th grade 
team.

The First Division Competition involving regional teams 
from across the Monaro again combined with the Premier 
Club 3rd & 4th Grade competition involving thirteen (13) 
clubs and twenty-four (24) teams, while the Second 
Division Competition continued in its combined format 
with the South Coast in an eight (8) team competition for 
our smaller regional clubs.

The Women’s Competition team numbers again 
remained fixed at five (5) teams in 2018 with Gungahlin, 
Tuggeranong, Royals, ADFA and Uni-Norths. There are 
strong indications from Easts and Wests that they will 
field teams next season. 

The Southern Inland Rugby Union (SIRU) saw an increase 
of 53 players in their senior participation numbers. While 
the zones Women’s 7’s competition had 126 (up from 
115) registered players in the region which is promising. 

KEY HIGHLIGHTS
- ACT&SNSW overall growth of 7.2% in XV’s which bucks 
the national trend
- ACTRU seniors 15.9% growth in XV’s (from 1,715 to 
1,998)
- Foxtel Touch 7’s participation elevated by 81.3%
- ‘Get into Rugby’ activity increased by 31% to 6,808 
primary school participants
- ACTJRU Girls Competition (U14 to U18) from 170 to 242 
or 42% increase in 2018
- Southern Inland junior’s growth of 5.4% (from 868 to 
915)
- Southern Inland senior’s growth of 7.01% (from 757 to 
810)
- Southern Inland Girls Touch 7’s from 208 to 279 or 34% 
increase in 2018

Craig Leseberg
General Manager - Community Rugby 

ACT/Monaro Premier Division 1 Div 2 Div W Total

1st 2nd C 1st 2nd

Easts 1 1 1 1   4

Gungahlin 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 7

Queanbeyan 1 1 1 1 1  5

Royals 1 1 1 1 1  1 6

Tuggeranong 1 1 1 1 1   1 6

Uni/Norths 1 1 1 1 1  1 6

Wests 1 1 1 1 1   5

        39

ADFA    1 1 1 1 4

Cooma    1 1   2

Goulburn    1 1   2

Hall    1 1   2

RMC    1   1

Young    1   1

        12

Boorowa      1  1

Bungendore      1  1

Crookwell      1  1

Jindabyne      1 1

Taralga      1  1

Yass 1 1

Harden 0 0

6

South Coast

Batemans Bay 1 1

Bombala 0 0

Broulee 0 0

Narooma 0 0

Milton 0 0

Braidwood 1 1

2

Total 7 7 7 12 11 10 5 59

Total ACT&SNSWRU SENIOR Teams - 91

SIRU 1st 2nd 3rd W

Albury 1 1 1

Deniliquin 1

Griffith 1 1 1 1

Hay 1

Junee

Leeton 1 1 1

Charles Sturt Uni 1 1 1 1

Tumut 1 1 1 1

Wagga Ag 1 1 1 1

Wagga City 1 1 1 1

Waratahs 1 1 1 1

Sub-Total  8  8  8 8

Total 32
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ACT & SOUTHERN NSW JUNIOR TEAM NUMBERS
CLUB U6 U7 U8 U9 U10 U11 U12 U13 U14 U15 U16 U17 U18 Total

ADFA 1 1

Batemans Bay 1 1 2

Broulee 1 1 1 1 4

Burgmann

Cooma 1 1 1 3

Daramalan 2 2 1 3 8

Easts 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11

Goulburn 1 1 2

Grammar Snr & Jnr 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 3 12

Gungahlin 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 12

Jindabyne 1 1 1 1 4

Marist 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 18

Uni/Norths 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 11

Queanbeyan 1 2 2 2 2 1 10

Radford 1 1

Rosary 1 1 2

Royals 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 9

St Edmunds 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 3 16

Trinity 1 1 1 1 4

Tuggeranong 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 17

Wests 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10

Yass 1 1 2 1 1 6

Young 1 1

Radford College Girls 1 1

Wests Lionesses 1 1 1 3

Easts Girls 1 1 2

Red Falcons (Cooma/FSC) 1 1 2

Jindabyne Girls 1 1

Queanbeyan Girls 1 1

Trinity Girls 1 1

Royals Girls 1 1 1 3

Vikings Girls 1 1 1 3

Daramalan College Girls 1 1 1 3

ACT/Monaro Total 14 15 13 15 17 17 14 22 11 19 27 184

Boys 
U16

FOX7s 
U10

FOX7s 
U12

FOX7s 
U16

Albury 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7

Cootamundra 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8

Grenfell 1 1 1 1 1 1 6

Griffith 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9

Hay 1 1 1 1 4

Leeton 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8

Temora 1 1 1 1 1 5

Tumut 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9

Wagga Juniors 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 8

West Wyalong 1 1 1 1 1 1 6

Young 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 11

Southern Inland Total 11 9 12 11 9 4 9 9 7 81

Goulburn Friday Night Competition 5 4 4 4 17

South Coast/Monaro Total

TOTAL ACT&SNSW 5 25 28 13 31 17 32 14 31 15 28 9 34 282
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educating rugby
coach education

Coach Education again delivered a 
vast array of course and accreditation 
opportunities to coaches across 
Brumbies Rugby territory in 2018. This 
included annual delivery of traditional 
programs such as the Coaching Kids 
Rugby Course, and the Foundation 
Coaching Course across our region. 
Other traditional programs held in 
Canberra again in 2018 included the 
ARU Level 2 coaching course. Excitingly, 
we delivered a Sevens Rugby Advanced 
Seminar with Australian Women’s coach 
John Manenti presenting.

2018 was the third year that the 
Australian Rugby Union Online Learning 
Portal was in operation. All coach 
education programs can be viewed on 
this online portal, and it allows coaches 
to check where their own accreditation 
is at, as well as complete generic online 
coaching courses from the Australian 
Sports Commission, and via World Rugby. 
Notably, the mandatory SmartRugby 
coaching course, which is completely 
online now, saw a marked increase in 
ACT based coaches completing their 
Smart Rugby accreditation in 2018 with 
231 coaches achieving or renewing 
accreditation. This was up from 212 in 
2017 (a 10% increase). Unfortunately, 
the system is still unable to determine 
between Southern NSW, and NSW 
based coaches, so our number of Smart 
Rugby accredited coaches in our whole 
catchment will be much higher again.

The Coaching Kids Rugby Course (CKR) 
continued to be an online program in 
2018, but with a one-hour face to face 
Kids Skills Course included. With five 
face-to-face skills opportunities held, 
more than 40 coaches completed the 
Coaching Kids Skills course, up from 30 
in 2017. Foundation Courses (Level 1 
Coaching) were conducted five times 
throughout 2018, one more than 

2017, with one held at Cooma NSW, one 
held in Albury NSW and the other three 
in Canberra at Brumbies HQ. 2018 saw 
another year of strong participation, with 
78 attendees, a slight decrease from the 86 
coaches who attended in 2017.

In a standard year, we normally hold the 
one ARU Level 2 course, but due to high 
demand, this is the third year in succession 
where we have held multiple ARU Level 
2 offerings. The first Level 2 course this 
year was held in February with 17 coaches 
registering. Our second course was held 
in March in Wagga Wagga NSW, the first 
regional Level 2 in a number of years with 
10 coaches attending. The third course 
was a Brumbies Players course with 10 
participants, and the fourth course was 
held in November at Brumbies HQ with 12 
coaches registered. This means 49 coaches 
have gone through the Level 2 program in 
2018, more than double the 23 who sat 
the program in 2017.

This year saw Rugby Australia place both 
the Level 3 and level 4 Coaching programs 
on hold. Both courses are being re-written 
with input from a panel of key experts 
in the field of rugby and coaching. It is 
envisaged that these programs will return 
next year in a much more bolstered 
format. Lastly, in September we held a 
Sevens Advanced Coaching Course, which 
enabled participants to earn their Level 1 
Sevens accreditation. The course was held 
in line with the University of Canberra 
hosting the AON 7s Championships, and a 
strong turnout of 28 coaches participated. 
Australian Women’s Sevens Head Coach 
John Manenti was on hand to present to the 
coaches along with Michael Magriplis from 
Rugby Australia’s Education Department.

Daniel Hooper
Academy Head Coach 

(and Coach Education Manager)
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Once again 2018 saw our participation 
experience increased growth from 
all programs across the Brumbies 
Regions. Our Rugby Development 
Team have been working extremely 
hard throughout the year to ensure 
that the game is being played all 
around our regions of the ACT, South 
Coast/Monaro and Southern Inland. 
The “Get in to Rugby” program, which 
was rebranded in 2018 from ‘’Game 
On”, and the “FOXTEL Touch 7s”, 
once known as “VIVA7s”, all showed 
significant growth throughout our 
catchment areas especially in our 
schools. Our school-based Gala Days, 
and school-based clinics, along with 
increasing demand for 7s rugby, 
especially within our younger female 
demographic, has resulted in large 
growth across the board. With the 
ACTJRU Girls competition in its 2nd 
year, the competition went from U15s 
and U17s divisions to three divisions in 
14s, 16s and 18s. 
This year’s primary school 10-a-side 
knockout competitions saw over 120 
teams sign up to play, with the winners 
of each event going to the Primary 
School Championship, played at GIO 
Stadium as a curtain raiser to Super 
Rugby. The 2018 Talent Camps took 
a different direction by adding camps 
to limit larger numbers at each camp 
to allow more one-on-one coaching.  
The involvement of the elite squad 
was again welcomed this year, with 
the Plus500 Brumbies players and 
NRC Squad members attending several 
of our programs. Players performed 
the role of supporters, presenters, 
role models, recruiters, and of course 
coaches in a number of our offerings 
throughout the year and we thank the 
team for their continued support.

EMERGING TALENT WEEK: BOYS
The Emerging Talent Camps held at the 
AIS again saw some format changes 
with our junior camps being split in 
half, with 12s to 13s together and 14s 
to 15s together. This format allowed 
smaller numbers in each group, 
giving players much greater access to 
individual coaching. Camps focussed 
on passing, decision making and the 

tackle contest, all major elements of the 
game. Hosting at the AIS allowed the 
boys to experience world class facilities, 
giving them a real feel to what it’s like 
to be a professional athlete. The senior 
boys camp was shifted from the April 
holidays to January, with attendees from 
Queensland, Darwin, South Australia, 
Victoria and NSW. The camps provided 
the players with the opportunity to live 
and train as professional athletes, as well 
as offering quality coaching from the 
likes of our Plus500 Brumbies coaching 
staff Dan McKellar, Peter Ryan Laurie 
Fisher and Dan Palmer along with our 
NRC Coaches, Pathways Coaching staff 
and the Rugby Development Officers 
being able to give feedback to the boys 
during sessions. 

EMERGING TALENT WEEK: GIRLS
The 2018 Girls Emerging Talent Camp 
saw two separate camps, one for girls 12 
to 15 and another for girls 16 to 18 years 
old. In past years the girls camp was only 
an overnight camp with ages 13 to 17 but 
with the continuing growth of the game 
amongst our youth girls, the opportunity 
to have two camps allowed us to not 
only provide continue development 
opportunities for our youth girls but 
with the inaugural Super W competition 
this year, the talent camps can become 
genuine Talent ID opportunities as well. 
Our girl’s camps are starting to attract 
girls who have never played before, and 
for the first time we saw girls coming 
from inter-state areas such as NT, NSW 
and QLD. We had girls from league, AFL, 
Soccer, Swimming, Horse Riding, Touch/
OzTag cross over and give rugby a go. 
With Super W coming into its 2nd year 
it’s exciting to see that the future of the 
women’s competition in the ACT/SNSW 
region is very healthy with a large group 
of very talent youth girls taking up the 
sport and loving every moment of it. 

HOLIDAY CLINICS
The School Holiday Program allows 
children from ages 5 to 11 to participate 
in rugby clinics across the ACT & 
Southern NSW. For 2018 we looked to 
move the clinics away from the July 
holidays with weather playing a big part 
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of this movement. The move to the April holidays in 
the search for better conditions, and the added clinics 
on the South Coast, seemed to have been a positive 
change with over 350 kids participating in the clinics 
across the region, a 40% increase from 2017. We look 
forward to again growing our holiday clinics with the 
inclusion of both our Plus500 Brumbies and Super W 
players support this great holiday program.

GALA DAYS 
Our Schools Rugby offerings have again been well 
supported across our zones by our schools, with 
participation rates again growing amongst our various 
Gala Day events. We saw another spike in female teams 
attending our various gala days and the rejuvenation 
of our youth boy’s teams was a highlight, which 
only translates into a positive sign for rugby in the 
Brumbies regions. 322 teams competing in all forms 
of High School and College 7s/10s gala days across 
our regions. Brumbies High School 7s and 10s Gala 
Days for boys and girls in Year 7/8 and Year 9/10 age 
groups also saw an increase in team numbers. In total 
we had 224 teams participating in all competitions, 
up 29 teams from 2017. After all district and regional 
qualifiers, the winning schools are invited to attend 
the finals day held in Canberra. What’s exciting for us 
here at the Brumbies is that we are continuing to grow 
in participation numbers in our High School Gala Days, 
but it’s how we transfer these numbers into our clubs 
which we aim to improve on. ACT Gala days saw a 13-
team uplift, the first time in two years have we seen 
such an increase for the ACT. South Coast/Monaro 
continues to be a growing force participation in the 
Brumbies regions. From the 224 teams across all 7s 
and 10s events for the High School gala days South 
Coast/Monaro accounted for 119 teams, amazing 
achievement. The College and High School 7s Finals 
day went down a different path for 2018, with the 
event being moved from its normal Term 2 spot to 
running in September of Term 3. With the ACT College 
7s Gala day being cancelled the Finals was opened 
to all ACT College teams to enter, with SIRU and the 
South Coast/Monaro teams qualifying through their 
own regional events. Limited spots were allocated per 
division with 7/8, 9/10s boys and girls teams having 
six teams, with College teams being allocated 12 spots 
for both girls and boys divisions. The finals were once 
again a successful day, which was held at Southwell 
Park, Lyneham. All regions were represented across 
the day. 2018 saw the Canberra teams dominate day, 
winning four of the six Cup Finals.

Winning Schools for Finals day were:

Boys 11/12 – Daramalan College (ACT)
Girls 11/12 – St Clare’s College (ACT)

Boys 9/10 – St Edmunds College (ACT)
Girls 9/10 – Bega High School (South Coast)
Boys 7/8 – St Edmunds College (ACT)
Girls 7/8 – Carroll College (South Coast)

MATT GITEAU CUP
The Matt Giteau Cup again proved to be a great 
tournament for our Primary Schools across Canberra and 
the surrounding region hosted again by the Queanbeyan 
Whites Juniors at Campese Oval and we thank them for 
their great support. 2018 saw the day moved to a Friday 
for the first time, with 35 primary school teams from 
across the ACT competing for the title. A beautiful day 
saw kids in years 3, 4, 5 and 6 play in a 10s format with all 
teams playing a minimum of four games and a maximum 
of five. A special treat at this year’s event saw Matt Giteau 
on hand to watch over the day and present the winning 
teams with their trophies and pass on some encouraging 
words to our future Plus500 Brumbies.  A day played in 
fantastic spirit by all teams, it’s safe to say that junior 
rugby in Canberra has plenty of super stars in the making.

Winners of the day were:

3/4 Division - Marist College 1 beat Burgmann Anglican 
School
5/6 Division - St Edmunds College beat Marist College

BRUMBIES PRIMARY SCHOOL 
10’S CHAMPIONSHIP
Primary schools from across the regions descended on 
GIO Stadium on Sunday 3rd of June to compete in the 
Brumbies Primary School 10s Championship. The finals 
brought the winners of their respective area’s Primary 
School Gala Days to play in the tournament ahead of 
the Plus500 Brumbies Super Rugby clash against the 
Sunwolves. Over 120 teams across our three regions 
competed in their respective regional events but only 
six teams in each division got to go through to the 
Finals, playing in a knockout format to see who would 
be crowned Brumbies Primary School Champions. All 
the matches were played in an excellent spirit allowing 
the competitors the opportunity of playing on the GIO 
Stadium turf. The competition, for the first time saw both 
winners come from outside the ACT region, beating their 
much-favoured rivals from Canberra. Leeton Primary won 
the years 3/4 division beating Marist College and Griffith 
Primary won the years 5/6 division beating St Edmunds 
College. Congratulations to all teams that participated, 
and we look forward to the 2019 Championships.
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GET IN TO RUGBY
The new and improved Schools Program Get in to Rugby 
has again continued to grow within our schools across 
all regions, with nearly 7000 kids participating in the 
program, this is up an amazing 1500 kids from 2017. 
Last year saw the program in 51 Primary Schools across 
the regions and, whilst we saw a drop in schools that 
participated in the program to 47, that allowed greater 
numbers at each school to participate. The program 
is supported by the Australian Sports Commission and 
Sporting Schools organisation, which allows schools 
access to grants to help run the program. Run over 
a 5-week period it gives our development officers a 
great opportunity to have more visits with the one 
school, which in turn see’s the kids get more unique 
rugby experiences. With just under 7000 kids active in 
the Get in to Rugby program for 2018, the challenges 
to continue the growth of this program across our 
regions will be one the team are looking to for 2019.  

SCHOOLGIRLS RUGBY
2018 has again been a year of growth for rugby in the 
female space with girls flocking to the game, especially 
in the 7’s space. We saw the ACTJRU girl’s competition 
change to three divisions instead of two, with girls playing 
a 10s competition in 14s, 16s and 18s. For its 2nd year 
we again had amazing growth with a solid 18 teams 
competing throughout the year. 
2018 saw the inaugural Schoolgirls Invitational take 
place in Canberra, hosted by the Brumbies at the AIS 
in the July holidays. Eight teams competed over the 
2-day tournament with teams from the Western force, 
Melbourne Rebels, Tasmania, South Australia, NSW 
Country, Sydney West and two ACT sides with one team 
hosting girls from our regional areas and the other from 
the city. The first of its kind in the country, we believe 
that with the on-going support from Rugby Australia, 
this tournament will only grow in the coming years. 
The Western Force Schoolgirls took out the 2018 title 
beating a strong NSW Country side in the final. From this 
tournament our ACT Schoolgirls 15-a-side representative 
team was selected to travel to Sydney to play NSW CHS 
Schoolgirls team. Always a very tough assignment, our 
Schoolgirls showed more improvement but fell short 
going down to a much more physical side, though our 
girls continue to show positive improvements in the 15s 
game and with the inaugural Super W competition this 
year, it’s safe to say that our future Super W players will 
come from this current schoolgirl group. Thank you to 
Tevita Siulangapo, Michael Nicoletti and Danielle Ryan for 
their coaching and organisation of this team, and for their 
ongoing commitment to girl’s rugby in our region.
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SUPER 7’S SERIES
In its 3rd year the Next Generation Super 7s Series 
made a few adjustments to its format with women 
only taking part in the Finals event along with youth 
boys in Wagga and the Youth Girls being the main focus 
of the series with teams registering in three separate 
divisions, girls 14s, 16s and 18s. With three qualifying 
rounds prior to the main event in Wagga Wagga, all 
clubs/ schools were encouraged to compete in at least 
two of the qualifying rounds before Finals. From these 
tournament’s teams were rewarded points which 
ultimately determined where that sat in the draw 
come finals. Qualifying rounds were held in Canberra, 
Batemans Bay, Yass and Finals held in Wagga Wagga, 
showcasing the talented 7s players in all the Brumbies 
regions. Again, Wagga City Council supported the 
finals event for 2018. Across the four Super 7s events, 
over 450 female and male athletes competed across 
four female divisions and one youth boys division, 
with teams from Batemans Bay, Canberra, Far South 
Coast, Bowral, Wollongong, Wagga, Temora, Albury, 
Bathurst and Sydney competing to be crowed the 
Super 7s champions. The Super 7s Series continues 
to grow and develop and we look forward to its 
continued growth in 2019 with the induction of a 
men’s division. We would like to thank all the teams 
who competed in this year’s tournament and we look 
forward to having all the teams back again for a bigger 
and better series in 2019.

CONCLUSION
There has again been strong growth and interest in all 
our development offerings, especially within the female 
space, and we also saw growth in the youth boy’s area 
at our various Gala Days across the region. We have seen 
strong growth in all of our school-based offerings, as well 
as high interest in our Get in to Rugby program and FOXTEL 
Touch 7s. We continue to buck the national trend over the 
last three years with growth in all aspects of the rugby 
development program. The challenge we face is ensuring 
this growth continues, and importantly, that we continue 
to develop our offerings that allows growth within our 
Junior and Senior clubs. Much credit must go to the hard-
working development staff this year. It’s no secret that as 
a sport our level of funding is far smaller than our rivals, 
however our staff, through hard work, have achieved 
excellent results in a challenging environment. We look 
forward to 2019 with a renewed focus on increasing our 
rugby participation across all aspects of community rugby 
in the ACT & Southern NSW.

Damien Tyson 
Rugby Development Manager
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Brumbies Pathways provided 
support to representative 
programs in ACTJRU, Female 7s 
Academy, school representative 
programs, Brumbies U19s and 
regional representative programs 
in 15s and 7s. The inaugural 
ACT Academy of Sport Women/
Youth females 7s program was 
established with a Memorandum 
of Understanding (MOU) signed 
off, and contributed to by Rugby 
Australia (RA), Brumbies & the 
ACT Academy of Sport (ACTAS). 
The Brumbies Junior Academy 
continued to develop talented 
U15 to U19 Rugby players 
from the region. The U19 age 
group were coordinated by 
the Daniel Hooper (Academy 
Coach) & Ben Norcott (Head of 
Performance) and included some 
U18/Schoolboys players. The 
Southern Inland Sports Academy 
established a Rugby program 
for development of talented 
youth females and males in the 
region who go on the represent 
the Brumbies at Nationals 
competitions. Talent identification 
networks and playing platforms 
for girls and boys continued to 
feed quality players into the 
Academy and representative 
programs throughout the region. 
We are grateful to the Albury 
Steamers for generously providing 
the venues and hosting trial 
matches for Brumbies U15s, 
U16s, Schoolboys and Brumbies 
U19s against the Rebels squads. 
Support was also provided to RA 
Coach Accreditation Courses run 
by Daniel Hooper in the region.

BRUMBIES RUNNERS PROGRAM
The 2018 Brumbies program saw 
two matches played, enabling 
Super Rugby players not required 
in the Matchday 23, Academy 
players and up and coming club 
players to get match time at 
a higher level. Both matches 

resulted in comfortable wins for the 
Brumbies, with numerous players 
earning Super Rugby opportunities 
off the back of strong Runners 
performances, especially the 
dominant win over the Melbourne 
Rebels A team.

RESULTS
24th February - Defeated Randwick 
41-36 at Goulburn Rugby Club, 
Goulburn
10th March – Defeated Melbourne 
Rebels A 47-12 at Greenfield Park, 
Albury

Head Coach: Daniel Hooper
Forwards Coach: Ruaidhri Murphy
Manager: Bob Brady

BRUMBIES U19s TEAM
2018 saw the introduction of a 
National U19 Championships to 
replace the Super 20s tournament of 
previous years. The U19s tournament 
saw QLD and NSW use their NRC 
team brandings for their sides and 
the event was played at Viking Park 
in Canberra. This tournament will 
be used as the selection tool for 
the Australian U20 team for the 
following year. The 2018 Brumbies 
U19 team performed strongly at 
tournament finishing in 3rd place 
following 3 wins and 1 loss.

RESULTS
29th September – Defeated NSW 
Country Eagles 31-12
1st October – Lost to Brisbane City 
12-28
3rd October – Defeated Western 
Force 25-19
5th October – Defeated Australian 
Barbarians 29-21

Head Coach: Ruaidhri Murphy
Assistant Coaches: Craig Robberds, 
Damien Tyson
Manager: Deon Norval
Medical: Ben Pattenden, Joey 
Humphries
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S&C: Ben Norcott, Paddy Brown
Squad: Ignacio Bonsembiante, James Bundy, 
Billy Carberry, Tauati Chan-Tung, Stirling Doyle, 
Tony Mika Eli, Will Goddard, Thomas Hallam, 
Turi Eruera Hides, Wyll Holland, Tom Iles, Fred 
Kaihea, Jack Kearns, Petau Lefau, Noah Lolesio, 
Lachlan Lonergan, Ben Love, Jean-Benit Madjaga, 
Ali Ngahe, Lachlan Osborne, Yabaki Seeto, Lincoln 
Smith, Seamus Smith, Cooper Taekata, Allan 
Wratten

BRUMBIES SENIOR ACADEMY
2018 saw the re-emergence of the Brumbies 
Senior Academy to compliment the work being 
done in the Pathways and Junior Academy levels. 
The 2018 Academy consisted of 14 players, with 
eight players earning upgraded or Professional 
contracts at the end of the program. Of particular 
note, Len Ikitau and Tom Ross graduated to 
fulltime Professional Squad contracts with the 
Brumbies Super Rugby side for the 2019 season.

Academy Head Coach: Daniel Hooper
Resource Coaches: Ruaidhri Murphy, Marco 
Caputo, Andy Clark
Physio: Megan Dennis
Head Analyst: Tom Anderson
Squad: Angus Wagner, Harry Lloyd, Lachlan 
Lonergan, Tom Ross, Liam Rasch, Angus Allen, 
Langi Lolotonga, Isaak Fines, Seamus Smith, Will 
Goddard, Noah Lolesio, Len Ikitau, Isaiah Latu, 
Byron Hollingsworth-Dessent

ACT Juniors Representative U12s – U16s
The ACTJRU Representative program kicked off 
their selection process with core skill, position 
specific and fitness programs which lead into 
trials over a series of weeks. This selection process 
commenced prior to the start of the ACTJRU 
competition and was completed following trials 
in Cowra with Central West and Southern Inland 
Junior Rugby rep sides U12s to U15s. This was a 
new format introduced by ACTJRU to the selection 
of ACT Juniors and it had a positive effect on the 
selection process/education of players. It will be 
enhanced for next season. 
All sides competed at the NSW State 
Championships 9-11 June with the ACT U16s 
making the NSW State final and finishing 2nd to 
Gordon in the 14 team competition. NSW State 

Championships Results: -
• ACT U16s finished 2nd/14 teams;
• ACT U15s finished 6th/14 teams;
• ACT U14s finished 8th/16 teams;
• ACT U13s finished 6th/18 teams; &
• ACT U12s finished 6th/18 teams. 

The ACTJRU Rep teams had a final game against the 
NSW Country Junior rep sides at Campese Oval. The 
ACT U16s toppling the NSW Country U16s in a tight 
entertaining affair. The other sides went down to 
NSW Country sides on the day.
The work of the coaches, managers, support staff, 
parents and guardians, was greatly appreciated and 
had a positive effect for the players both on and off 
the field. 
The ACTJRU Executive Committee have provided 
a great platform for growing young players and 
continues to look to grow the game. The opportunity 
to include female age sides in the NSW State 
Championships will be explored for the future.

BRUMBIES U15 JUNIOR GOLD CUP (JGC)
The synthetic Woollahra Oval was the venue for 
Southern Division of the Junior Gold Cup. The winner 
of this division, consisting of three NSW Teams, 
WA Force and Brumbies would play off against the 
Northern Division winner in Brisbane. The Brumbies 
U15s acquitted themselves well in a trial against 
Rebels U15s in Albury. The side was competitive and 
lost narrowly to NSW White and WA Force. They were 
well beaten by the Southern Division winners NSW 
Blue and finished strongly in the last match defeating 
the NSW Grey in their final match. The Head Coach 
Angus Balmaks, Assistant Coach Nick Jones, Manager 
Peter Callaughan and Physio Mitch Ward did fantastic 
work with this squad and the players responded well.  

BRUMBIES U16 JUNIOR RUGBY 
CHAMPIONSHIP (JRC)
The Southport School on the Gold Coast hosted the 
Junior Rugby Championships (U16s Nationals). The 
side played QLD 1 in the opening match and was well 
beaten 53-5 by the eventual runaway champions. 
The Brumbies then defeated NSW II 19-15 and Fiji 62-
19, before losing to Rebels 29-10 in the 3rd/4th play 
off to finish 4th. Some players with good potential 
will emerge from this hard-working positive group. 
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Head Coach Charlie Fairfield-Smith, Assistant Coach 
Lachie Creighton, Manager Kelvin Armstrong, Physio 
Dave McCaskie and S & C Chris Anastasiou all did an 
outstanding job with these players. 

BRUMBIES SCHOOLBOYS
The ACT Schoolboys commenced their Australian 
Schoolboys title defence with open identification 
sessions followed by ongoing work and identification 
of the squad prior to the ASC v CSC match.  Semi 
opposed training with the Brumbies U19s Training 
Squad was arranged and a trial v Victorian Schools 
was conducted on the June long weekend in Albury. 
Coaches Daniel Hawke, Ben McGee, Sean Connochie, 
Manager Mick Pini and Physio Ben Mortimer did 
a magnificent job and maximized the potential of 
the squad. The side was competitive in every game 
and finished a credible 4th, (going down to QLD in 
the 3rd/4th playoff). Apinesa Driti, Zane Hogan and 
Brendan Jimenez were selected in the Australian 
Schoolboys squad with Zach Perrin selected in the 
Barbarians squad for games against NZ School and 
Tongan U18s. Apinesa Driti was withdrawn from the 
Australian Schoolboys squad prior to the assembly. 
Zane Hogan and Brendan Jimenez played in 2 Tests 
and were also selected for the Australian Schoolboys 
squad to tour Scotland & Ireland in November/
December.

BRUMBIES JUNIOR ACADEMY
The Brumbies Junior Academy commenced work in 
early March (a later start), following the quality work 
undertaken by Russell Ingram in previous programs. 
The initial squad group undertook extensive S & C 
work under the supervision of Ben Norcott (Head of 
Athletic Performance) with Patrick Brown running 
programs along with S & C support from UC interns: 
Kieren Norcott (Brumbies Youth Boys 7s S & C) and 
Chris Anastasiou (Brumbies U16s & Brumbies Men’s 
7s S & C). Run technique was applied along with 
some innovative gym work that had good transfer 
to the field work. An emphasis on execution of core 
skills was applied to the program with some specialist 
coaches used throughout the year including: Marco 
Caputo, Peter Ryan, Peter Hewat, Matt Giteau, along 
with Nick Jones, Lachie Creighton & Damien Tyson 
from the Brumbies Development team. All players 
were selected in relevant representative squads 
(15s & 7s), throughout the season. Apinesa Driti, 
Zane Hogan & Brendan Jimenez were selected in the 
2018 Australian Schoolboys squad with Zach Perrin 
selected in the Barbarians squad. Zane Hogan & 
Brendan Jimenez were also selected in the Australian 

Schoolboys UK Tour to Scotland & Ireland Nov – 
Dec 2018. Isaac Crowe and Tom Haddad played in 
the Australian Youth 7s team in the Youth Olympic 
qualifying Tournament which they won. The 
2018-19 program will commence earlier and be 
adjusted to accommodate more effective training 
practices including a playing program. This should 
form another avenue to test the skills, gym and 
running transfer to the field by the players. Talent 
ID continues right throughout the year and 
inclusion can occur at any time. Rugby Australia 
are also providing direction and support to the 
program in this regard. 

ACTAS WOMEN’S 7S ACADEMY
The inaugural ACTAS Women’s 7s was established 
and commenced in May following the signing of 
the Memorandum of Understanding. Selection 
of the initial squad was undertaken with a view 
to future players and some senior players were 
included. This exciting program works out of the 
AIS facilities and provides a great opportunity for 
some of talented players to realise their potential 
in 7s Rugby. The specialist staff at ACTAS lead by 
Andrew Stainlay, have embraced the program 
and it has genuine support from Rugby Australia 
7s. Damien Tyson (Brumbies) leads the Coaching 
program and is supported on the S & C by Simon 
Rushby from ACTAS. Most players will represent 
the Brumbies Youth 7s (U17s) at Nationals in 
December. A few players have already played for 
the Canberra University side in the AON 7s Series 
(August to October) and this is expected to grow 
in the coming years.   
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BRUMBIES MEN’S, YOUTH FEMALE (U17) AND YOUTH 
MALE (U17S) 7S
The 2018 Brumbies 7s squads are being finalised 
through a condensed 9-week training and match 
program leading up to the Nationals 7s Championship 
in Brisbane 7-9 December at Ballymore. Tim Cornforth 
will Coach the Brumbies Men’s, Lachie Creighton will 
Coach the Youth Males (U17s), Damien Tyson will 
Coach the Youth Females (U17s) squad with assistance 
from Samantha Maxwell. Deon Norval will be the 
overall Manager for the Brumbies 7s sides. Andrew 
Clark will provide coaching support to all teams. 
Physio support from Megan Dennis, Joey Humphries, 
Iona McCusker & Tom Kelly. S & C support leading 
to Nationals from Chris Anastasiou, Simon Rushby 
(ACTAS) and Kieren Norcott. Neil Roberts from St 
Edmunds commenced with the Youth Males but had 
to withdraw and we thank him for his valuable input.

Results from the 2017 Nationals 7s were: -
Brumbies Men’s 6th
Brumbies Women 4th (now playing as Canberra Uni 
in the AON Series);
Brumbies Youth Females 3rd; &
Brumbies Youth Males 3rd.

Specials thanks to Coaches Justin Abrahams (Men’s), 
Daniel Hawke (Youth Males), Stephen Sargent (Youth 
Females), Damien Tyson (Women’s), Deon Norval 
(Manager), Zac Elliott (Manager), Megan Dennis 
(Physio) and Kristen Everett (AIS S & C – Youth Females) 
for their thorough work with the 2017 teams on the 
back of a big year, it was much appreciated.  

SOUTHERN INLAND SPORTS ACADEMY PROGRAM 
(JUNIOR GIRLS & BOYS)
The Southern Sports Academy inaugural Rugby 
Union program commenced in 2018 running out 
of Wagga Wagga with some positive performances 
by players in National and State Tournaments. The 
program was initiated by Mark Calverley (CEO of 
the Southern Sports Academy) and supported 
Total Ag Solutions Pty Ltd, the Brumbies, NSW 
Government, local Government Councils and the 
hard-working staff in Dave Ferguson and Cathy 
Breese. The program provides a great tool for 
talented youth male and female Rugby players 
from the region, in 15s and 7s Rugby formats.  
Head Coach Richard Skellern did a magnificent job 
with developing the players and was supported 
superbly by Chris Dowell, Zac Elliott and Dave 
Ferguson. The program is looking to expand in the 
Brumbies region to cater for the wealth of Rugby 
talent in the region. 
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INTRODUCTION
Season 2018 saw some constructive 
steps being made for the future of 
referees in Canberra and surrounding 
regions. Although we still faced some 
issues regarding referee numbers, there 
are many positives to take out of the 
year. Over the off-season, there was 
a major focus on the recruitment and 
development of junior referees and we 
saw a significant increase in this area. 
In 2019, we will continue to drive the 
development of these young referees 
and shift our focus to the recruitment of 
referees in our senior ranks after seeing 
a decline in this area over the last few 
years. There is also positive news in 
the referee development space, where 
a new role has been created to assist 
with the development, recruitment 
and retention of Match Officials across 
the Unions of ACT / Southern NSW, 
Victoria, South Australia and Tasmania. 
The new role, Match Official Manager 
– Southern States, will be employed 
by Rugby Australia and will be based in 
Melbourne. This role will be visible on a 
regular basis in our region. This is a great 
step forward to a dedicated resource 
for referee development. Brodie Ingram 
continued his part time role within the 
Brumbies, running the Junior Education 
courses over the year, which gained a 
lot of positive feedback from clubs and 
participants. 2017 provided several 
opportunities for ACTRRA members 
to get out and referee outside of the 
normal senior and junior competition 
matches each weekend. These events 
were a great reward for those referees to 
get a chance to referee in front of some 
big crowds and exciting atmospheres. 
ACTRRA members were provided the 
chance to be involved in Brumbies 
home games, Uni-North Juniors and 
Queanbeyan Seniors 7’s tournaments 
and multiple representative programs 
and friendly matches throughout the 
year. 

RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION
In 2018, ACTRRA had a total of 123 active 
registered referee members, this is an 
increase on the 114 registered members 
in 2017. To see growth this year in referee 
numbers is a great turnaround after we 
saw a decline of more than 30 referees 
over the previous year. There were 68 
(82 last season) referees retained from 
2017 but a total of 55 (32 last season) 
new referees for the 2018 season, 33 (20 
last season) of these members where 
under the age of 18. This shows that the 
great work with recruitment of referees, 
particularly juniors is starting to show 
positive results however there are still 
areas of improvement in the recruitment 
of senior referees and retaining as many 
referees from this season as possible. 
Brodie Ingram ran a total of 8 (6 last 
season) Refereeing Kids Rugby courses this 
year which proved a reasonably successful 
recruitment drive, especially in the junior 
referee ranks. 

APPOINTMENTS
The referee appointments for the 2018 
season were coordinated by Geoff Palmer 
& Steve Peak for Seniors, with Rob Boyes 
running the Juniors. This year we faced 
some challenges with the week to week 
appointments for both the Senior and 
Junior ranks. With the shortage of referees 
compared to the number of games each 
week, the appointment process was quite 
a difficult one with some senior matches 
unfortunately being unappointed by 
ACTRRA members. However, it was great 
to see the response from the clubs who 
were able to support by refereeing some 
of their own matches with club members. 
With a few more junior referees on 
board this season, we saw an increase 
in junior matches appointed which is a 
great positive however as always with the 
juniors there were still some unappointed 
matches which is not ideal.  It often goes 
by unnoticed, but personally I can’t thank 
these men enough for the work and 
coordination they do to make sure there 
was a referee at as many games as possible 
throughout the season. We would really 
like to thank any referee who volunteered 
to fill in at the last minute to cover games 
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with some people refereeing multiple games over the 
weekend.  Unfortunately, due to some issues with referee 
numbers and availability there was a decline in senior 
game allocations and total game allocations, however in 
a great sign for next year, there was a 4.48% increase in 
junior game allocations, which has been on the decline 
for the last couple of years.  Brumbies Rugby Referee 
Department would like to thank Geoff, Steve & Rob for 
their great work again this year.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
Over the year, several educational programs and courses 
were run by Brumbies Rugby and RA. Next season, 
there will be a major focus on providing all our referees 
with opportunities to progress and develop their 
accreditations and refereeing. At the start of the season, 
we held a Blue Card refresher session at Brumbies HQ run 
by Brumbies Team Doctor, Dr. Stephen Freeman. This was 
a great event that was open to all referees, club officials 
and trainers to update all members of the processes 
involved with the Blue Card which was introduced into 
all competitions in Australia this year after a successful 
trial held in Canberra and Newcastle last year. There 
were also plenty of Foundation Courses run this year. A 
specific Referee Foundation Course was also held in May 
for those who had completed the Coaching component 
of the Foundation Course but not yet the Refereeing 
component. This course allowed several ACTRRA 
referees to complete their Referee Level 1 accreditation 
this season. As mentioned previously, Brodie Ingram 
was again working with Brumbies Rugby for the Junior 
Referee Education. We would like to thank Brodie for 
his hard work again this year where we saw some very 
positive results this season. Brodie ran RKR course across 
venues including Canberra Grammar, St Edmunds, Wests, 
Tuggeranong, Queanbeyan, Goulburn and Brumbies HQ. 
There was a total of 112 (70 last season) people who 
attended these courses over the 8 separate events. 
We had a total of 17 young referees who completed all 
components of the Refereeing Kids Rugby accreditation 
and went on to referee for the entire junior season 
which is well up on last year’s number of 9. There will 
be another big push around junior referee recruitment 
in the build up to and throughout the 2019 season, with 
many Refereeing Kid’s Rugby courses running again. The 
main focus will be having a high transition rate from 
course attendees into registered referees and getting on 
the field in 2019.

Brumbies Rugby would like to thank everyone that was 
involved in the educational programs, workshops and 
courses over the year. 

CONCLUSION
A massive thank you needs to go to the ACTRRA Executive; 
Nye Konig, Robin Petersen, James Hagan, Chad Burnell 
and James Morris for the work they have done for the 
association throughout the 2018 season. I would also like to 
personally thank them all for the support they have provided 
me with over the last 16 months I have been in the role of 
Rugby Services Administrator. I would like to give another 
thank you to Rob Boyes, Geoff Palmer and Steve Peak who 
I have been in very close work with over the season with all 
junior and senior referee appointments.  Finally, I would like 
to thank every single referee, referee coach or anyone who 
has been involved in any way this year. There wouldn’t be a 
game without referees and the amount of time and effort 
put in is often under appreciated. On behalf of Brumbies 
Rugby, I would like to thank you all.

Joshua Walsh
Brumbies Rugby Services Administrator

REPRESENTATIVE HONOURS
Brumbies Rugby would like to congratulate the following 
ACTRRA members who were selected by the ARU to perform 

at the representative level:

BRODIE INGRAM 
Referee/Assistant Referee (Super W) 

& Assistant Referee (NRC)

REUBEN KEANE
Referee/Assistant Referee (Super W) 

& Assistant Referee (NRC)

MITCHELL DWYER
Assistant Referee (Super W) 
& Assistant Referee (NRC)

HAYDEN PERKINS
School Student Scholarship 2018
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This year has once again been a busy 
one for the Judicial Committee. 
There were 321 occasions during 
the season where the referee 
issued either a red or yellow card an 
increase of 20 from 2017. 29 players 
appeared before the Committee 
in relation to these incidents, 
including five players who had 
received two yellow cards during 
a match. There were 38 separate 
matters which came before the 
Committee which included Code 
of Conduct, Yellow Cards and 
Disciplinary Rules matters. All but 
seven clubs appeared before the 
Committee, several on five or more 
occasions.

One of the more disturbing statistics 
is that the Premier Division 1st 
Grade Competition provided the 
largest cohort of players appearing 
before the Committee. This is very 
disappointing as it ought to be 
expected that the most senior level 
of our competition would set an 
example for lower grades to follow, 
especially in matters of discipline. 
Statistics for this year show a 
continuing lack of discipline, and 
all grades and competitions, except 
for the Women’s Division, were 
represented before the Committee. 
There was also a small increase in 
the number of allegations involving 
a breach of the Code of Conduct. 
Hearings relating to breaches of 
the Code of Conduct are generally 
complicated and much more time 
consuming than offences dealt with 
under the Disciplinary Rules. The 
Code of Conduct matters covered 
a range of issues including referee 
abuse, lack of sportsmanship and 
bringing the game into disrepute.

The Committee sat on 17 occasions 
in addition to the special hearings 
involving the Code of Conduct 
allegations. The most common 
offence dealt with involved physical 
abuse such as striking, stamping or 
kicking. Lifting tackles and referee 
dissent were relatively common. 
There was an even divide between 
the number of matters admitted and 
denied but of all the matters before 
the Committee only eight were found 
not proved. The bulk of matters were 
held to be within the low to medium 
range and only one matter was found 
to be in the high range. The most 
common sanction applied was in 
the 2-to-4-week range although six 
received a sanction of nine or more 
matches. There were three appeals 
lodged against the decision of the 
Committee and all were unsuccessful.

I acknowledge and thank all those who 
have served on the Committee this 
year. Hearings before the Committee 
can be complicated and are always 
time consuming. We welcomed one 
new non-legal member this year 
and will have another new member 
next year. There is however always a 
need for non-legal members either 
male or female and I would ask any 
recently retired players to consider 
offering their services in this role. Any 
inquiries can be directed to Mathew 
Vowles at Brumbies Rugby. I would 
also like to thank Craig Leseberg, 
Mathew Vowles and Joshua Walsh 
for their support and assistance 
during the year. Mathew has been 
dedicated and efficient in carrying 
out duties which can at times be very 
challenging.

Michael A. Somes
Chairman - Judicial Committee
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RECONCILIATION ACTION PLAN
This season saw the launch of our 
inaugural Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP) 
on 31 January 2018 at an event held 
at the Gugan Gulwan Youth Aboriginal 
Cooperation in Erindale.

Our RAP is a crucial step that recognises the 
unique role that sport plays in removing 
barriers and creating opportunities for 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Australians, to support closing the gap. To 
play a role in the provision of opportunities 
that enrich the lives of young Indigenous 
males and females is vitally important and 
immensely valuable.

With the development of this RAP we 
established a working group of internal staff 
and external staff that ensure targets are 
met and key messages are communicated 
throughout the organistion. The Working 
Group comprised eight people as follows: 
• Craig Leseberg 
• Bill Swain
• Robin Duff
• Damien Tyson 
• Megan Malcolm
• Keiran Walsh 
• Tyron Kentwell 
• David Bensley – Community 
Rugby, Indigenous Member

As part of the RAP the Brumbies committed 
to wearing an indigenous designed shirt at 
each of the club’s Game Rehearsal training 
runs, held on the eve of matchday. This 
unique shirt was conceived and produced 
by Dale Huddleston, a Wiradjuri man who 
is employed as a youth worker at the Gugan 
Gulwan Youth Aboriginal Cooperation in 
Canberra.

A well-known local artist and musician, 
Dale Huddleston was assisted in the 
design of the Game Rehearsal shirt by 
Ngunnawal descendent Stanley Connors 
and Rory Arnold, Robbie Abel and 
Andrew Muirhead. The Brumbies players 
contributed to the original painting of the 
unique design.

The design itself incorporates several 
traditional Aboriginal elements including 
the Bogong moth, a totem of the 
Ngunnawal region, as well as foot prints 
of the black duck totem of the Yuin nation 
and the goanna totem of the Wiradjuri 
nation.

KEY MILESTONES
- A staff morning tea on 31 July 2017 with guest 
speakers including Sarojni Samy from Reconciliation 
Australia Sioeli Latu a Djabuganji man who moved 
from Cairns to Canberra through Rugby and went 
onto study a Bachelor of International Studies at the 
University of Canberra.
- The organistion participated in Family Day during 
NAIDOC week at the University of Canberra on 2 July 
2017.
- A cultural awareness session conducted for staff on 
14 December 2017 by Dwayne Bannon-Harrison from 
Ngaran Culture Awareness.
- RAP launched on 31 Jan 2018 at Gugan Gulwan Youth 
Corporation with our indigenous Brumbies players 
Rory Arnold, Richie Arnold, Robbie Abel and Andrew 
Muirhead attending.
- Staff and players participated in Reconciliation Day 
at Glebe Park on 28 May 2018. This included the 
production of a flyer telling the story of our artwork 
and training shirt development. Our mascot Brumby 
Jack also attended the day and interacted with 
families.
- A local Indigenous Round was held on the 2 June in 
Round 9. All Premier 1st Grade sides playing on that 
day wore indigenous themed socks utilizing the hoof 
prints of our region’s wild horses.
- Welcome to Country was performed by Ngunnawal 
Elder Fred Monaghan at the Sharks and Sunwolves 
matches at GIO Stadium this season. The Sunwolves 
match also featured a smoking ceremony performed 
by Ngunnawal Elder William Tomkins ‘Billy T’ to 
celebrate National Reconciliation Week.
- An Acknowledgement of Country was performed at 
the Waratahs, Reds, Jaguares, Crusaders, Rebels and 
Hurricanes matches at GIO Stadium this season.

cultural awareness
indigenous report
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membership@brumbies.com.au 1300 228 278 brumbies.com.au


